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Abstract
Some adult English language learners (AELLs) have weak English listening and
speaking skills in relation to their reading and writing literacy skills. Little

information about this discrepancy is available to teachers of AELLs. The
purpose of this project was to learn what research exists on the topic and find
hands-on strategies to address it in the AELL classroom. Methods included an
extended literature review and a survey of AELL teachers in two upper-Midwest
urban Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs. Studies of college and university
students who are learners of English as a second language (ESL), show that

listening and speaking skill deficiencies exist in a broader context of adult ESL
education. The literature shows a lack of effective listening and speaking
instruction in traditional approaches to ESL. Communicative Ianguage teaching

(CLT) and cognitive listening strategies have been developed to address these.
Survey responses showed a relatively high number of ABE teachers observe

a

Iistening/speaking skills weakness for some AELLs. Responses included teaching
strategies feedback. Based on the literature review findings and survey responses,
a manual of listening and speaking instructional activities was developed

AELL classroom. The manual can be found at: ht

:ll

oo.

for the

KcPCTb

A tuture examination of this language skills balance is recornmended, after
College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS) have been fully adopted in ABE
programs.
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Chapter 1: The Problem and an Introduction to a Solution
Most of us are aware to some extent, that the history of the U.S. is
inextricably linked with and defined by immigration. A short step into the streets
of most metropolitan areas or even towns and rural areas of this country today,

will reveal a rich diversity of ethnicities, cultures

and languages. In recent years

the country has experienced a new wave of immigration, from neighboring

Mexico, Central, and South America, as well as from countries in Africa and Asia
experiencing political turmoil and natural disasters, resulting in conditions of
danger and death, dislocation, and famine, to name just a few.

As immigrants arrive and adapt to life in the U.S., one immediate need is
the ability to communicate in English, in order to integrate socially and become

self-sustaining in daily life and work. As a result, English as a second language

(ESL) education, has become an integral part of school programs across the U.S.,
as

well as a part of Adult Basic Education (ABE), and other adult education

programs (see Appendix A for a Iist of abbreviations and their meanings).
The author of this paper works as a licensed teacher of adult English
language learners (ELLs), in an urban ABE program in the upper Midwest. This
paper

will examine

a question

pertaining to instruction and learning in adult ESL,

specifically in regards to aural and oral perceptual and processing skills, also
referred to as listening and speaking skills.

Staternent of the Issue: A Gap in Adult L2 Listening and Speaking Skills
Basic language skills taught in adult ESL include listening, speaking,
reading and writing, as well as vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation. In most
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ABE programs these language skills are taught within the context of work, school,
and

life-skill topics. In the course of six years teaching in this field and having

taught beginning through advanced level ELL classes, the author has observed a
weakness of listening and speaking skills in relation to reading and writing skills

for some students. This "gap" or discrepancy is noted typically in the following
contexts: 1) students with higher education, who have recently arrived from other
countries, and who have a strong academic English background; 2) ELL students
who have had some formal English education but possibly not much
conversational use of English; and 3) some students within the ESL program who
progress well, make level gains, and who excel in the literacy skills of reading,

writing, and grammar.

All

classrooms have differentiated learners, and adult ELL classrooms are

no exception. English language leamers hail from many different countries and

different first languages. Each student has a different educational and English
language background. Consequently, language
the

skill disparities occur throughout

ELL classroom. The teacher's goal is to support each learner in moving

toward a balance of the language skills, and the ability to integrate them as their
understanding and use of English progresses. The listening and/or speaking "gap"
noted in this introduction can be quite significant at times particlllarly in relation
to the student's reading andlor writing skills. In a recent example, two learners
tested into the writer's high beginning ELL class. They showed strong reading and

writing skills from the start, and quickly macle significant gains on writing and
reading benchmarks, which jumped to intermediate and higher levels. In one case

4
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it was clear that the learner brought these skills from his prior English education.

At the same time it became clear that both individuals had beginning level
listening and speaking skills, far lower than their literacy skills, and lower than
the listening and speaking skills of most of the class. The discrepancy appeared

to create frustration for the learners, who easily grasped the written form of the
language, but could not easily communicate with

it aurally or verbally. This

discrepancy raises the further question of how much content meaning, even in the

written form, is fully grasped by the learner. For the teacher, it adds to the
challenge of addressing skill differentiation within the ELL classroom.

It bears mention that the opposite imbalance occurs as well, possibly more
often. Reading and writing skills are complex and take years to learn, even in
first language. Many adult ELLs have

a basic grasp

a

of spoken English but need to

learn and develop their literacy skills. It appears more unusual for learners to
have high literacy skills, yet

low aural/oral skills.

In a preliminary look at existing literature on the question of ELL

linguistic skill discrepancies, several sources discuss questions similar to those in
this paper, raised over the past twenty years, with proposals to address them
ranging from theoretical models to instructional design. The following examples

highlight some of the issues raised.
Chela-Flores (2001), states in the International Review of Applied

Linguistic.r, that the 1990's saw an increased interest in ESL pronunciation
teaching but that the literature remained unclear on how pronunciation should be
integrated into existing programs. Chela-Flores identified problems of limited
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pronunciation instruction in ESL courses in general. Another problem identified
is the instructional approach called 'tracking', in which the learner repeats word

for word what the speaker says, without attention to pronunciation features such
as

rhythm and stress, and intonation.
In an unrelated ten-year follow-up survey, teachers were asked about

their approaches to teaching pronunciation in ESL classes across Canada (Foote,

2010). The survey showed little change over

a ten year

period, with a general

focus on teaching segmentals (individual sounds) and supra-segmentals

(intonation and stress patterns). Teachers reported spending relatively little
instructional time on pronunciation practice.
Ferris and Tagg (1996), at CAL State University, Sacramenro investigated

Iinguistic academic problems of ESL students at the college level. According ro
the authors, research on academic skills needed by ESL students, has focused

extensively on reading and writing skills. They surveyed instructors at four

different institutions regarding ESL students' aural and oral skills. Responses
showed that instructors found their ESL students to have grear difficulty in
classroom participation, and general listening comprehension. Respondents

strongly suggested that students be given more real listening practice and
exposure to a variety of speakers and interactions with native speakers, as well as
genre specific reading and writing tasks.

According to Huang (2010), a distinguished professor of linguistics in
Cetnada, the number

of international graduate students in universities is

increasing, and increasingly they are expressing the need for improving their oral
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English skills production in order to be competitive at the graduate academic

level. The author emphasizes the need for addressing these issues if universities
are to remain at a world-class

level. Huang presents

a research based model

for

facilitating listening and speaking skills through six "key dimensions" which are
developed for the literacy and content level needs of graduate students.

As an aside, these reports reflect a similar informal observation by the

writer of this paper, during a recent university graduate course. Approximately
half the class consisted of international students, many of whom appeared to have

difficulty with oral English communication.
Textbooks are another indication of curriculum and instructional
approaches in practice. Derwing, Diepenbroek, and Foote (2012), examined

twelve ESL textbooks and six accompanying teacher manuals in use across the
US in How Well do General-Skills ESLTextbooks Address Pronunciation/ The
analysis found great variability in the tasks, range, and concentration of

pronunciation activities, with some texts offering only a limited explicit
explanation. The study recommends improved integration of pronunciation in
general-skills ESL texts. This up to date examination of ESL texts, includes

a

well-regarded textbook series in use at the school where this writer teaches.

Statement of Purpose
These examples in the literature indicate that discrepancies in listening and

speaking skills exist in wider contexts of adult ESL education. The aim of this
paper is to discover ntore about the listening/speaking "gap" described above and
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to find resources and strategies to address this gap. How is the research

examining these questions, and what results and recommendations are presented?

Introduction to a Solution
In addition to an extended literature review, this project will include

a

survey and results of adult ELL teachers at the beginning, intermediate, and
advanced levels, of two upper Midwest urban ABE programs. Questions

will

address the balance and disparities of lingr-ristic skills found in the classroom and

what approaches are being utilized or sought to address these. The survey will
also solicit listening and speaking instructional strategy ideas for the adult

ELL

classroom.

The final LAP product will comprise a manual of strategies and exercises
collected from the teacher sLlrvey and the research cited in this paper, which
teachers of adult

ELL classes can readily adapt and incorporate into an existing

curriculum to supplement the listening and speaking component of English
language learning. Each strategy

will

be identified, with an example or

suggestion for application, suggested learning levels (beginner, intermediate, or
advanced), and a description of how or why the strategy supports listening or
speaking learning.
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Chapter 2: Extended Literature Review

Introduction
The literature on Second Language Acquisition (SLA) and English as a
Second Language (ESL) instruction, documents difficulties with listening and

speaking skills among adult second language (LZ) learners, as well as
inconsistencies among instructional models used to teach these language skills.
The literature referenced for this paper comes primarily from research of students
at the graduate and undergraduate college level, studying in a wide range

of

fields, who are also leamers of English as a second language. ESL instruction

as

well as research crosses all geographic boundaries; this paper references research
primarily from North American and East Asian universities. In particular, L2
listening comprehension and instruction has been identified by experts as an area

in need of development and continued research (Siegel 2014; Goh 2008).
Studies point to a number of conditions that may broadly contribute to
some lower adult

ELL listening and speaking outcomes. These include a

diversity of ESL teaching approaches, inadequate training of some ESL teachers
for whom themselves English is a second language, and different phonemic
systems between a learner's first language and English (Sie gel,2O14; Grafals,

2013). Other factors may play arole, possibly favorable, as well, such
langr-rage learning context, age and language learning, and the advent

as

of

technology in education. Social and environmental factors such as the demands
of work and family may compete with school for the adult learner's time, thereby

impactingLZ learning (Grafals,2013). Conversely, environmental conditions

I
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such as a job or social networks in an English speaking context may increase a
learner's exposure to English. This review
these conditions, as

will look at the research of some of

well as a historical perspective of adult ESL teaching

practices as discussed in the literature, since they provide a useful framework for
understanding problems related to adult ESL listening and speaking, and how they
may be addressed.

Teacher Training
Various studies point to inadequate ESL teacher training in the areas of
listening and speaking, particularly in teaching programs where students are
future ESL teachers who do not speak English as their first language (L1). Gan
(2012) examines problems in oral English development or speaking skills, among
pre-service ESL teachers in a Hong Kong teacher training program. In this

qualitative study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 20 participants
in their final year of a four year Bachelor of Education in English Language
teacher training program. Participant first languages were either Putonghua or

Cantonese. Interviews were in English or Cantonese, according to the student's

preference. The interview focused on English speaking difficulties that students
encountered throughout the four year training program. Questions followed

a

predetermined format yet allowed for the interviewer to ask probing qr-restions for

ftrller understanding of the issues (Gan, 2012).
The interview results indicate inadequate vocabulary acquisition and
grammar development as well as problems with learning intonation and

pronunciation. Sturdents described traditional lecture-style teaching in very large
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little opportunity for group work and interactive language practice.

Another concern was lack of attention to curriculum improvement. The program
was described as didactic and focused on the theories of English rather than on

providing opportunities for students to apply their learning to actual
communication. One student stated that her language proficiency improved more
from utilizing English media and activities outside of the training program, than

from the program itself. In addition, because the predominant spoken language is
Cantonese, Hong Kong is considered to be an "input-poor" environment with

little

opportunity for application of spoken English outside of the classroom.
Based on the grammatical, lexical, and phonological problems

documented in the study, the study author concludes that speaking a second
language is a complex process. According to Gan (2012) this is corroborated by u

small existing body of research on English speaking problems in ESL teacher

training programs. The complexities of speaking a second language place

a

burden on the learner's processing abilities. This can cause the learner to

prioritize language sub-skills over one another, such as grammar over fluency. A
Iack of one sub-skill can negatively impact another; for example a lack of lexical
knowledge can diminish fluency. The college level student is aware of these
inadequacies, as evidenced by participant feedback in this study, expressing

frustration and a predominant desire to gain more communicative second
language practice and fluency (Gan, 2012).

L2 listening instruction is an area, distinct from L2 speaking, which
according to Siegel (2014), is in need of systematic study. Of the four main
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language skills - listening, speaking, reading, and writing, Iistening is considered

to be the most difficult (Siegel, 2014). Not only is it a difficult skill set for L2
learners to acquire, but teaching L2 listening skills is also challenging for

instructors. Because first language (L1) listening is generally perceived

as

effortless, educators frequently give little attention to the process of listening, how

it is developed,

and how to facilitate listening for L2 learners. In addition, until

recently few approaches to listening were understood or included as part of
teacher education. Many educators

still rely on the traditional comprehension

approach which is teacher-centered, utilizing comprehension questions and

multiple choice answer formats. It is an approach used in reading instruction that
is aligned with standard testing models (Siegel, 2014). This approach keeps the
learner focused on the immediate correct response, rather than building,
extending, and transferring his/her listening skills.

In

a recent

investigation, Siegel (2014) examined approaches to listening

instruction in university Ievel English as a Foreign Language (EF'L) classes. His
goal is to contribute to the developing literature and resources available for
teachers of

L2listening. The study looked at 30 listening lessons taught by

ten

EFL instructors, in five different teacher training programs in Japan, in order to
identify and compare the teaching methods utilized for L2 listening instruction.
Participants were university instructors who, without knowing the purpose of the
study, recorded any three of their English language classes that included Iistening

instruction. The verbal output of the instructors was recorded and anal yzed.
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While newer methods for Iistening instruction have been developing, this
is the first study to examine the frequency with which they are being applied in
the classroom. Siegel reviewed several researched instructional approaches and
strategies in his report, and cate gorized the data from his study according to these

methods. He included the following approaches for L2 listening instruction:
comprehension approach, bottom-up activities (i.e. phonemic perception, syntax,
and intonation), prediction, metacognitive listening strategies, transfer to other

listening situations, and teacher modelling (Siegel, 2014).

All of these instructional

approaches are found in the collected data.

Comprehension questions were used at a far greater rate than the other
approaches, and were used by all participants at some point in their lessons.

Other methods were employed by the teachers to varying degrees. Four of the ten
teachers used a broad range of listening strategies. More recently developed
strategies such as transfer and teacher modelling were least used. While Siegel

acknowledges certain clear advantages of comprehension questions, especially for
group assessment, he encourages teachers and teacher educators to utilize the

framework of this study to expand their range of listening instruction.
Siegel's investigation provides an inside look at the use of listening instruction
strategies in college EFL teacher training programs. By identifying recorded
strategies in use, and aligning them with recently researched teaching methods,

his study reveals an insight into which approaches are being applied in some
teacher training classrooms. His analysis adds empirical sr-rpport to anecdotal

reports indicating an overuse of comprehension based instruction and a relative

Au gsburg UniversitY Library
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lack in the use of alternative researched teaching methods for LZ listening
instruction (Siegel,

201 4).

Teaching Approaches and Strategies in Second Language Acquisition

Traditional approach vs. communicative language teaching. Beginning
in the 1950's and continuing to the present, teaching approaches to SLA have
undergone shifts and changes in response to linguistic and educational research,
and increased population migration.

At the same time, it appears that no single

approach has entirely replaced any preceding ones. The result is a variety and

inconsistency of instructional approaches utilized in adult and college level ESL

curriculums in North America and abroad. Broadly speaking, two instructional
models are predominantly used in ESL teaching today. The Traditional Approach

(TA) is a behaviorist bottom-up/linear instructional approach that focuses on
perceptual skills such as decoding of sounds, word and sentence recognition, drill
practice, and comprehension based assessment (Siege!,2013; Goh, 2008). A
more recent approach is known as Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)
(Goh, 2008; Schwarzer,?009). CLT is learner focused rather than teachercentered, meaning that the teacher acts as a facilitator of language learning,

engaging the group in authentic language learning activities (Schwarzer,2009).

(CLT is not to be confused with Language Immersion which is an approach to
teaching a second language to students within a first language classroom or

school. In this method, the curriculum is taught in the target language.) Some
examples of communicative language activities include partner and small group
interactive exercises, role play and dialogue activities, and information gathering,
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in which partners have different information needed to solve one language
problem. CLT instruction is process rather than product oriented; in contrast to
direct instruction, teachers present learners with authentic language situations,
such as scheduling an appointment, or interviewing for

a

job, in which to

interactively practice the target language.
Language experts agree that both the communicative and traditional
approaches contain important instructional elements for second language learning
and recommend that educators employ a combination of

both. In a general

discussion of best practices for teaching the adult ESL learner, Schwarzer (2009)
discusses the key importance and role of communicative learning or CLT in the

SLA classroom. Through authentic lessons and activities that are based in the
context of functional language use, both in the target language and in the context

of the students' lives, the language becomes more meaningful to students and thus
enhances student motivation and commitment to learning. At the same time

Schwarzer (2009) takes a multifaceted approach to instruction and emphasizes the
importance of including the formal aspects of vocabulary and grammar content as

well. He stresses the importance of finding

a balance

in teaching both meaning,

or context-based content, as well as form, by which he refers to language
structures such as grammar and syntax.

Grafals (2013) researched two topic questions regardingL2 instructional
approach, in another recent study. The first objective was to compare stltdent
achievement between two different instructional models for Aclult English
Language Learners (AELLs): commr-rnicative task-based (CTB) instruction, also
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known as communicative language tectching (CLT), compared to more traditional

(MT) direct instructi on, also known as the traditional approctch (TA) (see
Appendix

B). (Note: CTB

and

MT are terms the author

uses in her research; in

this section of the literature review of her research, the terms are used
accordingly).
Her second objective was to determine whether a first language being
Romanic or non-Romanic, has a predictive influence on AELL's English
listening
and speaking outcomes.

For both objectives the author utilized standard ized. measures for
comparison of participant outcomes, in the second case controlling for
other

influencing factors such as age, gender and education. Participants included
nine
teachers and342 adult English language learners (AELLs), in Adult
and

Continuing Education, from seven schools or community based organizations
in
three districts of New

york City.

For the first objective, each instructional model (CTB and MT), was
taught to two separate groups, and tested with the oral Basic English
str,rdent Test

(BEST-Plus). Results showed similar scores on pre and post tests
for both
instructional approaches. There was very little difference between adjusted
posttest scores. It had been expected that the Communicative
Approach would

produce higher communicative competency outcomes, based on the premise
that

communicative achievement originates in a student-centered. interactional
context, as well as on sociocultural theory, which emphasizes a social/c,ltural
context for building learning (Grafals, 2013). The author hypothesizes
several
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reasons for this result, and concludes that both instructional approaches are

recommended for adult L2 instruction.
These findings support the position that both communicative language

teaching and traditional instruction be integrated in the adult English language
classroom.

The second part of the study for"rnd that native language (Roman or nonRoman), is a predictor of listening and speaking self-efficacy among English
language learners. This result was based on a two-part questionnaire and test
called SEBLE, measuring students'self-efficacy beliefs about listening and
speaking in English. Self-efficacy refers to the student's sense of confidence or

belief in his or her own successful leaming success (Grafals, 2013).
Results from the Roman language based group indicated a better predictor

of English listening self-efficacy, while the non-Roman language group's beliefs
and abilities to perform functional English listening tasks were not as high.

Grafals (2013) states that listening self-efficacy is an important factor in SLA

outcomes. It is often overlooked as a characteristic that affects English learning
in the field of SLA, while other factors such as age, motivation, educational
background, and goals are commonly discussed. The author recommends that L2

listening self'-el'ficacy be empirically exarnined.
The writer of this paper notes that English shares many cognate words
and thr-rs phonology, with Roman-based languages such as French and Spanish.

English itself though, is not classified as a Roman or Latin based language, but

a

Germanic one, the classification being based upon grammar and conjugation and

l6
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its historical lineage or "family tree", rather than vocabulary. However through
its history of foreign invasions and rule, most notably the Norman Conquest, the

English language has absorbed a sizeable amount of vocabulary from other
languages, primarily the Romance languages. Grafals's (2013) study indicates

that the shared cognates and phonology with Roman based languages, may give

ESL learners who have a Roman based first language such a Spanish, an
advantage in their English listening and speaking skills acquisition, which
Iearners whose first language is of an entirely different phonology would not

have. In teaching current adult ESL classes, this writer has informally observed

a

similar pattern in aural skills acquisition among Spanish speaking ELLs in
relation to ELLs of non-Romanic first languages, particularly at the intermediate
and advanced levels. These study results also support the writer's observation of a
gap in listening and speaking skills among ESL learners from differing first
language backgrounds.

Furthermore, Grafals (2013) states that "language is primarily an oral
phenomenon" (p.29). Many East-Asian, East-European, Middle Eastern and other
languages around the world are non-Roman in their sounds and written structures.

According to the author it is essential for ESL students of non-Romanic first
languages to acquire phonological skills, in other words to recognize the sound,

rhythm and stress patterns, in learning English (Grafals ,2013).
Other studies however, indicate that traditional teaching methods remain
the primary teaching approach used in some present day adult ESL classrooms.

In a survey of textbooks and conversations with teachers, Goh (2008), found

a
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continuation of comprehension-based or outcome-bas ed teaching practices.
Textbooks and classroom practice can take time to catch up with the research, and
recommended techniques are not always applied in the classroom (Goh, 2008).
Whereas alternativeL2 instructional methods have been researched and
documented since the 1960's, in some instances Goh r,bserved that textbook
approaches hadn't changed over a twenty year period.

Research based listening strategy instructicn. Listening, speaking, and
conversation skills are addressed through role-play anrl other authentic contextbased activities, developed in the

ELL communicative classroom. At the same

time, the 1980's and 1990's saw researchers begin to identify separate cognitive
processes required for listening comprehension, and to develop specific teaching
and learning strategies based on this research. Goh (2()08) refers to CLT as a

significant precursor to subsequent strategy-based techniques. Experts like Goh
continue to research this field and publish their findingi today. The author of this
paper

will describe these and other

strategies as teaching strategies and techniques

rather than comprehensive instructional approaches. They are significant parts of

continuing developments occurring within the field of IILA but do not comprise
an entire educational approach. The strategies can be st:lectively incorporated

into existing cur:riculums within a broader teaching approach, such as a
communicative or traditional model.
Prior to CLT, listening instruction was largely irfluenced by model.s of the
written language and a behaviorist approach (Goh, 2008). With the CLT
movement, this instruction evolved to develop listening skills for constructing and
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communicating meaning (see Appendix C for timeline). Following these
developments, researchers began to reco gntze the cognitive and metacognitive

activities involved in the listening process. Out of this research, strategies-based
instructional methods and activities have been developed to facilitate cognitive
and metacognitive listening skills (Goh, 2008). What follows is a brief overview
and look at some of these strategies.

In the last few decades listening skills have come to be viewed as highly
complex cognitive processes (Osada,2004), and among the most important and
most difficult language skills for LZ learners to develop. Whereas formerly L2

listening had been taught in the same manner as reading and writing, it now is
regarded by researchers as a separate

skill

set which needs to be taught

strategically to address the specific cognitive processes involved (Goh, 2008;
Osada,2004).
Some critically important distinctions mark the processes of listening to

naturally spoken language, and differentiate the listening process from that of

reading. For the L2learner, listening involves the simultaneous processing of
multiple cognitive activities. To continue the comparison with reading, both
activities involve the recognition and recall of vocabulary and language
structures. However, in reading the text is fixed on the page or screen, and can be
marked up, copied, and reviewed as many times as desired. The natural speech
stream moves quickly and is ephemeral;it is not fixed in

print. The listener

cannot mark it and return later for review (Goh,2000; Siegel 2014). (With
technologies such as recordings and podcasts, prepared listening texts can be
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replayed on demand; this however isn't usually possible with natural
or
spontaneous conversational language.)

A result for some learners is an adaptation

that Goh has termed "fixation", where the listener fixates on a particular
part of
the Iistening text in order to understand

it or remember it, to the exclusion of the

context and continued listening input (Goh, 2002).
Other challenges arise for the L2 listener with multiple layers of meaning

in natural speech, again at a rapid pace, which can be difficult to parse.
Examples

in English are the changing stress, rhythm, and intonation patterns
which carry
changes in meaning. Variations in accent and colloquialisms
are

difficult to

recognize or comprehend. Implied meaning can be difficult or impossible
for the
learner to distinguish. For learners new to the spoken language,
it can be difficult
or impossible to recognize the words they know in the written form (Osada,
2004;

Siegel,2014).
Cognitive strategies- The cognitive framework is the basis for a strategies
approach to listening Iearning and instruction, recommended
by many researchers

of L2listening comprehension. In 2000, Goh published a study that
focused on
cognitive perspective of Ianguage learners' listening comprehen.sion.
Basing her
analysis on the cognitive perspective of psychologist J. R. Anderson,
Goh

identifies three cognitive processing phases: perception, parsing and
utilization.
They carl occur concurrently and interdependently (Goh, 2000).
Using the

cognitive perspective, Goh suggests two teaching strategie s. direct and
inclirect
strategy instruction. Direct strategy instruction uses li.stening exercises
and

activities to address perception and comprehension. Indirect strategy
addresses

a
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learners' metacognitive understanding of the listening process, including the three
phases of processing. Types of indirect strategies are cognitive, metacognitive,

and social-affective, and each comprises tactics for processing the listening input.

The term tactics essentially refers to the steps of a listening strategy.

An example of a cognitive strategy is translation. The tactic is to tind the

Ll

equivalents for selected key words. Another cognitive strategy is

contextualization and a tactic is for this is to relate one part of the text to another.

An example of

a metacognitive strategy is selective

attention. Tactics for this

include listening for familiar content words, or listening for gist (Goh, 2002). In
several articles Goh includes tables of readily accessible strategies and tactics (see

Appendices D and E for tables of tactics). In the experience of this writer, these
strategies and tactics are best carried out with the guidance of an experien ced LZ

tnstructor.

Other researched strategies for L2listening instruction. Other strategy
approaches to L2 instruction are found in the literature as well, with experts

debating the differing pros and cons. Renandya and Farrell (2011), point to
students' reported frustration with having to juggle too many processes when

using metacognitive strategies; it becornes difficult to concentrate on listening
content and focus on metacognitive listening strategies at the same time. They
propose that listening comprehension challenges are due to input perception rather

than cognitive processing. Features of speech input that can cause listening
problems include: speech is fast, speech is variable, word boundaries are bluruy,
and speech has to be processed in real time (Renandya

& Farrell,20l l).
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They cite a list of top listening problems highlighted in a2007 study of
EFL college students in China, in which speech rate ranked as the highest causing
issue. Every student participating in the study reported that fast rate of speech
was the most important source of their listening problems. The second highest
rated problem was distraction, which Renandya and Farrell

(201l) attribute as a

natural result of being unable to follow the fast speech.
The authors argue that there is not enough clear evidence over time, to
support the theory that cognitive and metacognitive strategies used by more

proficient learners will improve the listening skills of less proficient learners if
taught to them. They also maintain that the importance of practice may be

diminished by an overemphasis on strategy training and that practice plays a key
role in listening skills acquisition. They cite recent studies in which student
groups showed improved listening test outcomes, after listening to dictations and
appropriate speed read-aloud activities. In one study extensive listening students
out-performed control students who were given listening strategy training, on
several comprehension and recall measures (Renandya

& Farrell,

201

l).

Similarly, Siegel (2014) argues that second language learner challenges
with listening inclr-rde linguistic difficulties such as learning a new phonetic
system, inability to parse theLZ speech stream, and struggling to understand the
spoken forms of words they know in written

fonn.

These are challenges

perception and input processing rather than cognitive and metacognitive
processing.

of
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Extensive listening. Another instructional strategy is extensive listening,
which is similar to extensive reading in which learners are exposed to large
amounts of reading on subjects of interest, at a reading level of student

understanding. The purpose of extensive reading (ER) is to increase vocabulary,
comprehension, and inferencing skills. The idea is that greater practice leads to
greater

skill.

Renandya and Farrell (2011) propose that based on the strong

evidence that supports extensive reading, a similar approach can be applied to

listening. They define extensive listening (EL)

as:

All types of listening activities that allow learners to receive a lot of
comprehensible and enjoyable listening input. These activities can be
teacher-directed dictations or read-alouds or self-directed listening for

pleasure. The key consideration is that learners get to do a lot of
meaningful listening practice. (p.56)
In response to Renandya and Farrell (201I ), Siegel (201 I ) refutes the
proposal that EL alone will have effective learning outcomes without
accompanying listening strategy instruction. While extensive listening promotes
exposure and practice, he argues that this approach alone lacks the cognitive
processing needed to connect new input with previously stored schemata. It also
lacks the metacognitive processing in which learners develop self-awareness and
strategic skills to consciously apply to their listening practice. Other concerns

with EL include a potential lack of time commitment needed for students to
measurably improveL2listening skills, a potential for repeated comprehension
mistakes to remain uncorrected, and a minimization of the teacher's role and loss
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of native-listener teacher expertise. Siegel suggests that EL would be suitable in
complementary role to listening strategy instruction, where it could provide
valuable practice (Siegel, 201l).

Bottom-up processing vs. top-down processing. More recently
researchers are recommending thatL2 instruction include bottom-up processing

(BUP) activities for listening (Siegel, 2013). BUP refers to the cognirive
processes of perception and parsing that occur at the input phase of listening.
These include the perceptual processing of elements such as sound, syllable,

syntax, and word recognition. According to Siegel (2013) "BUP begins with
smaller units of meaning and builds them into a larger message, which is the sum

of the combined parts. A listener's BUP operates on the actual acoustic input
they hear" (p.

3). Although

not a return to traditional instruction, this approach

utilizes many of the same instructional activities which address perceptual and
parsing skills, such as counting words, syllable segmentation, phonemic blending,
and dictation (Siegel, 2013). He states that BUP skills are not being addressed in

most L2 classrooms, while top-down processing (TDP) or cognitive based
strategy learning, in which overall meaning is the focus, has become the favored

instructional approach.
In contrast to BUP, top-down processing (TDP) begins with the whole
listening passage, requiring the listener to

Llse

context and prior knowledge to

construct meaning. The cognitive and metacognitive strategies discr-rssed earlier

in this section, which include skills such as prediction, inference, relating text
parts to each other, and establishing a purpose for listening (Goh, 2000),

fall into

a
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this category. Siegel (2013) argues that these strategies are now widely used in

L2 listening instruction, to the exclusion of bottom-up processing strategies.
Note-taking strategies and listening comprehension. Note-taking is

a

strategy well known to L2 educators for use in recall of lecture material,
according to TSAI and Wu (2010). In a recent study on the effects of note-taking
on listening comprehension of Taiwanese EFL college students, TSAI and Wu

found that note-taking for LZ listening is most effective when stuidents are given

explicit note-taking instruction. As in Gan's (2012) study, the instructional
language was English, yet most of the subjects were non-native English speakers,

in an acquisition-poor environment. This study examined I ) the effects of notetaking instrr-rction, and 2) the language of note-taking (Chinese or English), for the
English listening comprehension of the Taiwanese college students. The Cornell
method of note-taking was taught, and English listening comprehension was
tested for two types of listening texts: short conversations and long lectures.

Results showed that note-taking instruction had a positive effect on all listening
comprehension outcomes and the English language note-takers had the highest
assessment outcomes, indicating that sustained strategy instruction reduced

cognitive interflerence of the students' native language. The authors recommend
further research with other note-taking methods such as concept mapping and
outline note-taking (TSAI & Wu, 2010).
In this writer's experience as a teacher of adult L2learners, note-taking
instruction can be done at every level. Early learning and practice in note-taking

will likely

have beneficial effbcts tor all of the language skills being acquirecl, as
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well as for recall and production. At the lower L2 acqtisition levels, Iearning to
write new alphabet letters and words can be viewed as note-taking. At advanced
levels, note-taking itself increases in processing activity for native language users,
and even more so for non-native users. In their study "Cognitive Effort During

Note-Taking", Piolat, Olive, and Kellogg (2005), reviewed the multiple
concurrent processes that occur during note-taking, including comprehending

input, selecting information, and recording it, all under severe time demands
because new information is continually being presented. Nonetheless, Piolat et

al., report that "Studies on the impact of note-taking strategies on recall and
achievement in exams have shown that students not only learn when they review

their notes, but also while they take their note.s" (p. 296).

Other Factors in LZ Listening Learning
Age andLZ learning. Does age affect L2 listening learning? Age

has

empirically been considered a factor in second language learning. However the
question of whether age plays a role in SLA remains open. In a comparison
study, Harley (2000) looked at the learning processes and strategies that L2
learners employ at different ages. Rather than locus on the relative success of LZ

learning at different ages, the goal in this study was to understand the learning
processes and specifically the listening strategies used by learners of different
ages,

in understanding spoken English. This was a replication study, comparing

Polish speaking participants in this study, to Cantonese speaking Iearners of
E,nglish in a previous study, by the same author and others. In both studies,

participants were stLldents in Grades2,J-8, and l0-12. The study with Chinese-
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speakers included some native-English speaking students as well, at each grade

level.

This study observed the attention participants paid to prosodic features
(patterns of rhythm, stress, and intonation) of spoken English in comparison to
grammatical features. Unlike English, Cantonese is a tonal language, meaning
that changes in pitch can change parts of speech as well as word meaning. Being
a tone language, an assumption

might be that this could predispose the Cantonese

speaking participants to pay more attention to prosody in the second language. To
ensure that the

Ll

(Cantonese) was not an influencing factor, Polish was selected

for the comparison study because 1) it is classified as typologically different than
Cantonese and is also a grammatically complex language, and 2) a sizeable

number of Polish speakers were available for the study.
Participants repeated audiotaped English sentences, some of which
contained ambiguous prosodic and syntactic elements. In comparing the
performance of Polish speaking students with that of Cantonese speaking
students, the str"rdy found no differences between the groups in the use of prosodic
cues for sentence processing, by learners of different ages.

In the comparisons, even the native speakers did not focus on syntax in
their repetitions, with Grade 7-8 students Llsing prosody more often, and Grade
10-12 native speakers focr-rsing on syntax inconsistently and only 56To of the time.

Harley states "The ability to override prosodic cues and focus on the syntax of the
sentence appears to be a sophisticated

skill that may generally be available only to
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older native speakers of the language who have considerable experience with

written text" (p.17$.
Harley's (2000) discussion emphasizes the importance of including
prosodic cues as they occur in natural speech, in listening instruction for LZ

learners. This agrees with the positions of Osada (2004) and Goh (2008), that
Iistening processes are distinct from other language processes. In this case syntax
as a

function of grammar, while intrinsically part of all the language skills, is

usually highlighted for ELLs in writing and grammar instruction.

In concluding, Harley distinguishes the LZ learner's process of acquiring

a

native-like or fluent accent. This aspect of second language acquisition may be
correlated with L2learning at a young age. Harley states that this is a part of oral
language production. "The place to seek a processing explanation for age-related

differences, if such a difference exists, may therefore be in oral production
processes rather than in listening strategies (p. J75)."

ABE is inclusive of all learner ages over eighteen. In the program where
this writer works it is not uncommon to have a wide age range of students in adult

ELL classes, from early twenties to ages occasionally past 60 and even 70. What
stands out within this wide range is the common goal that all have to learn

English, and all students in one class will have tested in at roughly the same
reading level. This writer's observation is that there is a range of aptitudes in

SLA, regardless of age. Part of that range includes higher-level and lower-level
learners relative to test benchmarks, and further parts of that range may be due to

learner aptitude for grasping new information, motivation, and study habits such
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paying attention, asking questions, taking and reviewing notes and following

through on homework. These differences do not appear to correlate to age.

Learning context and SLA. Another variable and an area of research in
SLA, is that of learning context, or the language environment

(Ll or LZ), in

which the second language is being learned, and whether this has an influence on
language acquisition.

Until recently, study on the role of the language

environment in SLA was an entirely separate

field.

Research by Barbara Freed

in the 1990's brought it into the field of SLA theory and in particular brought
researchers' attention to the advantages of immersion contexts on language

acquisition (Muiris

6 Laoire, 2011).

Collentine and Freed (2004), identify three types of L2learning contexts
used in comparison studies of American high school and college students

studying a second language. At home (AH) refers to the formal language
classroom within the

Ll

context. The domestic immersion (IM) context is a

model in which students study exclusively in the second langu age (L2), within the

first language (LI) setting, such as a summer intensive language program. In
study abroad (SA), students live and study theLZ within that langlrage's culture.

In an examination of recent research on the influence of learning contexts
as described above, on

L2 acquisition, Collentine

and Freed (2004), present

a

discussion of various debated theories of SLA, followed by comparisons of some
current studies on the effects of context or learning environment, on L2 learning.

While differing language skill gains occur in different learning contexrs, no
overall advantages in competency outcomes are found in the compared Iearning
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contexts. For example, on the one hand, superior gains are found in the use of
word forms and syntax, in the at home (AH) classroom environment, whereas
students in the study abroad (SA) context make significant gains in oral fluency,

especially smoothness of speech and native-like speed. These outcomes reflect

similar results in other studies. On the other hand, in contrast to general
assumptions, SA students do not reach superior outcomes in comparison to
domestic immersion (IM) students; in fact IM students appear to make greater

overall gains, both oral and literate than the SA students.
The authors contend that more study is needed to balance long-held
assumptions, as well as to refine testing and more clearly define the research

goals. Both 6 Laoire (2Ol I ) and Collentine and Freed (2004) emphasize that
there is a complexity of factors influencing the role of learning context in second

language acquisition, and that questions remain for future research.

Findings that the study abroad (SA) Iearning context may result in
favorable gains in listening and fluency skills are notable in regards to the present

inquiry about a listening/speaking gap. The U.S. adult education ESL classroom

fairly closely fits the SA model described above. In many ways it is an ideal
situation L2Tearners are studying and living in the L2 culture. The target
language (English) is the primary langr-rage of most instructors. As mentioned

earlier in this paper, adult learners in these programs may contend with other
variable factors outside of the classroom that influence their L2 learning. Unlike
younger stlldents who may str,rdy abroad for the singular purpose of learning

a
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new language, adult ESL students may be part of insular (non-English
speaking)

family communities, and may have conflicting demands on their time.

At the same time, this writer notes higher oral/aural skills among L2
learners who have jobs in English-speaking settings, than those
who do not. The

writer also notes an opposite pattern for the literacy skills of reading
and writing
among those same students, again similar to the research reported
above. The
same students who have jobs with English-speaking co-workers,
resulting in high

listening/speaking skills, may have limited classroom experience (possibly
related
to time-conflicts with work), and consequently lower reading/writing
skills.

Emerging technologies and L2 listening instruction. As in most

areas

of education, digital technology now offers computer and internet-based
learning
formats for English language learning. Computer-assisted Ianguage
learning also
referred to as CALL, is readily available in schools that have
technology and
internet access. One type of software of interest to researchers
of LZlistening

instruction is on-demand audio and video content also known as podcasting.
According to O'Bryan and Hegelheimer (2001), CALL rechnology is
at its
early stages of development. They state that currently a majority
of educational
podcasts consist of recorded lectures available after presentation
for access and

review' The authors believe that the podcast format holds potential for
more
comprehensive applications and integration into the ESL listening
curriculum.
They have recently implemented an ongoing study at Iowa
State University, in

which podcasts are formally imbeclded into the curriculum of a
strategie s-based
Iistening course for graduate and undergraduate ESL students (see
Appendix F).
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The students are from a variety of mostly East-Asian countries and are pr-rrsuing
various majors. This is the only ESL listening course offered and likely the last
language course many students

will take before completing their program

at Iowa

State University. The curriculum goal is to provide research-based ESL listening
strategies for learners to acquire and take with them for their future use in English

listening (O'Bryan & Hegelheimer, 2001).
Whereas many stand-alone podcasts for listening are available, what
makes this course unique is the way that the podcasts are integrated into the
course curriculum. The course design is predicated on having a clear idea

of

instructional goals, before creating the podcasts, which closely align with the
units and lectures.
Fourteen podcasts align with the fifteen week course. Two of the fourteen
are vodcasts or both video and audio

files. The podcasts

are instructor designed

to summartze, augment, and introduce the listening strategies, presented in class
through lectures and textbook audio tapes. They are assigned to coincide with the
course topics and schedule. After listening to a podcast, students complete an
assessment

activity or quiz in a web-based course management system. The

podcasts are stored on a course weblog allowing students to listen any tirne, with

or without downloading. Students can access the podcasts as often as they wish,

for homework assignments and for re-listening and review.
Since the project and evaluation are ongoing, feedback is collectecl on

a

continual hasis from the instructor's journal and f}om student feedback to periodic
interviews and surveys. Collected data and evaluation as of this report indicate
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that students and instructors view the integrated podcasts favorably (O'Bryan &
Hegelheimer, 2001). While exploring the potential for these new technologies is

exciting and promising, student responses to the survey questions, and in
particular their ranking of the podcasts, in favor of a demonstration format over

a

conceptual format, can also be seen as a reminder of established educational
theory, regardless of technology, that learning is active and is motivated when it
can be actually or closely experienced by the learner. Another observation by the

writer of this paper is that, while podcasting technology appears to hold many
useful applications for listening instruction, many of its features are not entirely

new. For example, tape recording and CDs held similar capabilities for ondemand use such as classroom practice and learner recording or playback.

A

unique potential of CALL lies in the capability for sharing between individuals
and groups over extended distances via the internet. Immediacy of access, at any

time, is another advantage. Digital audio also holds more interactive possibilities
than previous formats, with user capability to produce or modify input.
Echoing O'Bryan and Hegelheimer's (2007) findings, Warschauer and

Liaw (201 1) state that the ability to upload, download, and produce digital audio
files, gives language learners a range of listening and speaking applications. In

a

recent report for the US National Institute for Literacy, they also identify podcasts
as a tool

with flexible applications for L2 listening learning, both for on-demand

listening as well as producing, sharing, and interactive participation. They cite an
example from a report on a recent community college project in New York City,

in which podcasts were used to provide individualized English listening and

-JJ
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pronunciation instruction, tailored to different jobs and their specific vocabularies,

within the hotel/hospitality industry. A formal evaluation of the project found
that students who participated made substantial gains in English skills and career

opportunity outcomes (Warschauer & Liaw, 2011).
The ar"rthors also provide online resources for learners. One website uses
speech recognition, to provide feedback on pronunciation. Learners listen to and
repeat selected segments from popular videos, then receive feedback on their
speech (Warschauer

& Liaw, 2011).

Technology clearly provides new possibilities for L2 listening and
speaking learning. Whether it fully replicates the complex and nuanced
interaction of person-to-person spoken communication remains a question for this

author. It may be most useful for applications that complement teacher-based
curriculum and instruction. The rapid pace of technology change will continue to
influence how it is used in SLA. Student learning outcomes and research will
show how these tools prove most valuable.

Conclusion

A review of the literature portrays ESL learning and instruction

as a

relatively recent field of research, evolving over the past 50-60 years to the
present. Researchers continue to examine new and former questions through
different analyses.
Of particular note for this paper is the ongoing investigation and needs of

ELL listening skills learning and instruction. The literature shows that the
cognitive processes for Iistening and speaking are distinctly different from the
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processes of reading and writing, and consequently they require appropriate

instructional strategies. Furthermore, this author notes that listening and speaking
are generally associated together as reciprocal actions, and are
as complements

typically presented

within whole instructional activities. While this is not

inappropriate, the research shows that the activities of listening and speaking

involve distinct processing skills from each other as well, and therefore also
require differing instructional activities. CLT covers all language skills including

listening and speaking. Cognitive or TDP instructional strategies have been
developed to addresses cognitive listening skills. BUP instruction addresses

listening skills, as well as speaking skills, at the input phase.

It is clear that much has been learned through CLT and cognitive
strategies-based approaches to L2 listening

skills. It is also

the case that varied

instructional approaches are utilized in adult education programs. An evaluation
of pronunciation instruction in current ESL textbooks and teacher manuals
likewise reveals a range of instructional approaches (Derwing et a|.,2012).
The 1980's and 1990's saw a surge in research on L2 listening skills
learning and instruction. The literature indicates that experts recognize
weakness in listening and speaking

a

skill development for some adult L2 learners.

It provides a variety of research-based instructional strategies to aid in addressing
this gap. Differing strategies continue to be debated, with experts recommending

further research on many aspects of this topic. Other factors which may influence

SLA and listening skills development are also under study, including

langr-rage

learning context, age and L2learning, and technology in L2 learning. While
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much has been learned about SLA and adult ESL education, researchers in all of
these areas state that there is room and need for further research.

Informed by this review of the literature, the following chapter describes
the development of the final product for this LAP, a manual of listening and

speaking instructional activities for teachers in the adult ELL classroom.
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The Final product

Development of the Product
The final product for this Leadership Application Projecr is a manual of

listening and speaking instructional activities, developed as a supplemental
resource for teachers to utilize in their adult ELL cumiculums.

It evolved from

an

observation by this writer, of aural and oral language deticiencies for some
learners in the adult ELL classroom, in relation to their other English
literacy

skills.

Subsequent questions arose as to the reasons for these discrepancies and

what information exists in regards to them. An extended literature review
was
conducted to provide research insight into these questions.
The literature review for this paper revealed that researchers have

identified a historical Iack of instructional approaches to both listening and
speaking skills in second language acquisition (SLA) and adulr ESL, in North

America and other parts of the world (Gan, z01z; Grafals, z0l3; Huang, 2010;
Osada, 2004).

Until the 1980's the prevailing instructional approach had

emphasized the developlnent of reading, writing, vocabulary, and grammar
skills

without addressing the diff-erent learning processes required for listening skills,
nor communicative practice in the target language, necessary for speaking
skills
development (Gan ,2012; Goh, 2008). In particular, research has found
that the

cognitive processes required for listening learning are complex ancl specific
to
aural cornprehension, not to reading comprehension which has historically
been
the basis of ESL instruction (Osada ,2004). These instructional shortcomings

were first identified by researchers in the 1960's. Over subsequent decades
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researchers and educators have made advances to address them,
including the

development of communicative language teaching (CLT), and cognitive
listening

instructional strategies. The literature indicates that adult ESL instruction
continues to have diverse approaches and that traditional reading-comprehension
based instruction and assessments are

still used for listening and speaking skills

instruction in some cases (Goh, 2008).
In addition to the literature review, a teacher survey component for this
project was developed, based on the LAP topic question and the literature
review
presented in chapter

two. The goal of the survey was I ) To find out whether

teachers observe listening/speaking

skill deficiencies relative ro English literacy

skills (reading/writing), for some students in their adult ELL classrooms;
2) If so,
what types of approaches/resources do they utilize to address these;
and 3) To
obtain teacher input on classroom strategies and activities that address
ELL

listening and speaking skill developmenr.

An online survey was created in Google (see Appendix G for survey).
The survey was designed to be short and focused. It contains nine
questions, with
eight being closed-ended and one open-encled. Of the nine questions,
three are
the same, asking for responses according to adult ELL class
learning level:

beginning, intermediate, or advanced. These terms are frequently
r-rsed for
understanding or referring to a class or to a student's English literacy
level. The
learning levels are categories of class levels within an ABE program.
They are
categories of placement and advancement, for reporting by
state ABE programs to
the National Reporring Sy.srem (NRS).
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After permission was requested and received from school supervisors, the
survey was sent to teachers of all adult ELL classes in two upper-Midwest
urban

ABE programs. The classes included all adult ELL levels: beginning,
intermediate, and advanced. The survey was sent to a total of I05
teachers at two
schools (65 at Upton Adult Learning, and 40 at North City ABE),
with a toral of
55 responses or a 5l%o response rate (33 respondents at Upton
Adult Learning,

and22 respondents at North City ABE).' The survey was open from
April l3,h to
27'L, 2015.

The first two survey questions ask teachers to check all ELL classes
they

teach: core classes (i.e. ELL4), single-subject classes (i.e. writrngZ),and
other
classes (see figure

I

). The "Other" option is for classes that may have

ELL students in them, such

some or all

as Occupational Prep classes or upper level

ABE and

GED classes. Some teachers teach more than one class and therefore possibly
more than one level, while some teach only one. Figure 1 shows
the breakdown

of respondents' classes into the broader categories of Beginning, Intermediate,
and
Advanced ELL levels. The class name and ELL level can vary
from school to

school. In this survey of two schools, the names and levels are as follows:
ELL
1-2

- Beginning level; ELL 3-4 = Intermecliare

levels; ELL 5 and up = Advanced

levels' (See Appendix H for single-subject to ELL level categories). Figure

I

shows the highest percentage or 33.77o of respondents teach Intermecliate
level
classes, fbllowed by advancecl class level responses atZB.3o/o.
The category other,

accounts for 15.2o/o of responses. All classes in category other
are interrnediate

'Names have been changed to protect confidentiality.
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or advanced levels. These are classes for which beginning level students do not
have sufficient English language proficiency. Respondents for beginning class

levels were 22.\Vo. Overall a fairly even distribution of the three level categories
responded.

Adult ELL Class Leyels Taught
:r Beginning

fi lntermediate
T Advanced
& Other

l.

Figure

Circle graph showing adult ELL class levels taught by respondents.

From survey questions

#l

and #2: "What

ELL or focus class(es) do you teach?"

After deterrnining the class levels taught by respondents, sllrvey question
#3 asked whether teachers observe a gap or deficiency in the listening and
speaking skills of some of their students (see figureZ). On a scale of five: never',
sornetintes, fairly often, always, and other, teachers were asked

if they

observe

a

del'iciency in the listening and speaking skills of some of their English language
Iearners

(ELLs). All respondents stated that they observe a deficiency. Out of 54

responses, (46.30ok) (25 respondents) stated sornetimes, (48.I 5Vo) (26
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respondents) said fairly often, and three respondents (5.56qd said
always No
respondents selected never or other.

Observation of LISp Deficiencies
Never

0

Sometimes

Fairly Oflen

AIways
i

0

b

12

18

24

3CI

Number of Eesponses

Figure

2. Bar graph showing how often respondents

observe a deficiency in the

listening and speaking skills of some adult ELL students. From survey
question

#3: "Do you observe a gap (deficiency) in the listening & speaking
skills of some
of your ELLs?"
Figure 3 shows the same responses as in figr-rre 2 plotted according
to
respondent cla.ss levels.

It compares beginning level teacher responses with

combined intermediate and advanced level teacher responses, and
with other class
responses' Intermediate and advanced level responses were combinecl
for this
comparison because the learning levels often overlap with these
categories, in
comparison to beginning levels which are marked by distinct language

limitations- The highest percentage of responses for fairly often and
always came
from the beginning level teachers. The highest responses for sometimes
came
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from the group 'other'. The combined intermediate and advanced level responses
were 4lVo sometimes and 5ATo fairly often. Taken together these were the highest

total responses for both sometimes and fairly often. Survey question #3 asked
whether teachers observe an incidence of a listening/speaking skills gap for some
learners without comparison to reading/writing skills. The data reflects the
question of incidence rather than comparison.

Observatisn of LlSp Deficiencies by Class Level
'100 00%

r5

lK
!
:'i

[D96

Begining
lnl/
Advanced

,tt',.'i Othgr
Classes

50 0096

25 0096

0 00q6
Never

Figure

3.

Sometimes

Fairly

Ofien

Always

Bar graph showing responses to survey question #3 according to class

levels taught: "Do you observe a gap (deficiency) in the listening & speaking

skills of some of your ELLs?"
Teachers were asked to select on a scale of five, from not as important to

more important, the importance of listening and speaking skills compared to
reading and writing skills for adult ELLs (see I'igure

4). All

responses showed

listening and speaking skills as equally important to reading and writing skills, or

more. More than half (56.377o; 3l respondents) said listening and speaking skills
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are equally important, 40Vo percent (22 respondents) said they are slightly more

important, and 3.64Vo percent (two respondents) said more important. No
responses said slightly less, or not as important.

Comparative lmportance of LlSp Skills
Not es importent

0

Slightly less importa

Equally importent

Slightly

mo

re importent

More important

0

1CI

20

30

40

Number of responses

Figure

4.

Bar graph showing responses to survey question #4: "How would you

rate the importance of listening/speaking skills as compared to readingiwriting

skills for ELLs?"
Teachers were asked by level, in their experience how freqr-rently adult

ELL curiculums include adequate listening and speaking content and resources
(see figures

5

,6,J).

Responses were on a scale of five, from always to never,

plus the option 'it's inconsistent'. The majority of responses were sometimes and

mostly, with sometimes rated highest for beginner level (34.38o/o), and advanced
level (37.507c) responses. Intermediate level responses retted mostly highest at
37.2?o. Responses for rarely and inconsistent followed in all ELL levels, ranging

from l4To to 25Va,,with rarely slightly higher than inconsistent in all levels. Two
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responses selected never, one for intermediate and one for advanced levels, and

no respondents selected always.

LISp Program Resources, Beginning
Never

Rarely

Somelimes
Mostly
Always
lncon sista nl
0

3

6

I

12

Number of responses

Figure

5. Bar graph showing

responses to survey question #5, for beginning adult

ELL class levels taught: "In your experience, do adult education ELL curriculums
in general, include adequate listening and speaking content and instructional
resources?"
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LISp Program Resources, lntermediate
Never

Rarely

Sometimes
Mostly
AIways
lnconsistent
0

4

B

1?
tu

16

t\Jurnber of Responses

Figure

6. Bar graph showing

responses to survey question #5, for intermediate

adult ELL class levels taught: "In your experience, do adult education ELL

curriculums in general, include adequate listening and speaking content and
i

nstructional resources ? "
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LISp Program Resources, Advanced
Never

Rarely

Sometimes
tulostly

Always
lnconsistant
0

5

10

15

20

Number of responses

Figure 7. Bar graph showing responses to survey question #5, for advanced adult
ELL class levels taught: "In your experience, do adult education ELL curriculums
in general, include adequate listening and speaking content and instructional
resources?"

A follow-up to the previous questions asked teachers about instructional
approaches for individual ELLs who might have high reading and writing skills

with low listening and speaking skills. The question was asked by ELL level,
with five response options: computer lab/online listening practice, computer
lab/online speaking practice, in-class interactive listening and speaking activities,
in-class pronunciation activities, and other or open-ended input (see figures 7,

9). The majority of responses for all levels

B,

was in-class interactive listening and

speaking activities, with 38.787o of beginning level responses,46.937o of
intermediate level responses, and 42.62Vo of advanced level responses.
Responses for in-class pronunciation activities followed, for beginnin g (32.65Vo)
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and intermediate (32.657o) levels. Unlike the beginning and intermediate
responses, advanced level responses for online listening practice were slightly

higher (24.597o) than in-class pronunciation (22.95qd. Online speaking and
pronunciation practice had the lowest response rate for all levels. No respondents
selected 'other', an open-ended option which provided space to enter a different
response.

Approaches to Skill trisparities, Beginning
Comp Lab: Lictaning

Comp Lrb: Sperking

ln-clesr: USp

Fron un

cietion Acliveitiec

Othsr

0

5

10

IJ

20

[/umber of responses

Figure B. Bar graph showing responses to survey question #6, for beginning adult

ELL classes taught: "(ELL l-2): If your ELLs have high reacling/writing and low
listening/speaking skills, how do you address this disparity?"
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Approach es to Skill Disp ariti e s, lntermediate
Comp Lab: Listening

Comp Lab: Speahing

ln.clas: USp

Pronu nc i atio n

Activeities
I
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Figure 9. Bar graph showing responses to survey question #7, for intermediate
adult ELL classes taught: "(ELL 3-4): If your ELLs have high reading/wriring ancl

low Iistening/speaking skills, how do you address this disparity?"

Approaches to Skill Bisparities, Advanced
Comp Lah: Li5tening

Comp Lab: Speaking
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I;igrtre 10. Bar graph showing responses to survey qlrestion #8, for advanced
adult ELL classes tar"rght:

"lf your ELLs

have high reading/writing and low

listening/speaking skills, how do you address this dispariry?"
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A final open-ended question asked teachers to please share one or more
listening and/or speaking activity that they find to be useful in their adult ELL
classroom. The response for this was in a narrative format. Forty nine out of 55
total respondents or 89Vo of respondents answered this question. Responses
ranged from brief statements, to bulleted lists, to a few paragraphs. Many were

overlapping and a few were singular. All were informative. They ranged in
content, with the majority being structured and tied to language objectives, to

a

few being less structured activities and conversations. Responses show that many
teachers teach or have taught multiple levels. While survey question #9 asked
respondents to specify levels in their responses, not all

did. In

some cases where

it wasn't clear, responses were associated with the level of the majority of the
respondent's classes.

Thirty three out of 49 responses (617o) were variations of communicative
Ianguage activities

(CLT). Of

these the majority (79Vo) were from inrermediare

class level teachers, followed by 6lVo each for beginning class level and advanced
class level teachers. 'Other classes'teacher responses for CLT activities was 33To.

Eight out of 49 responses contained cognitive listening strategies. Of
these 25Vo were from the advanced class level teachers

, 16?o were from

the

intermediate class level teachers , 16To were from the 'other classes' teachers, and
8To were

from beginning class level teachers.

Eight out of 49 responses were not CLT or cognitive-based listening
activities but were general or broad-based group activities. Other types of
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responses were fewer. For example one intermediate class level respondent

recommended a systematic instructional method for teaching pronunciation.

Many of the CLT activities were mentioned by several respondents.
Dictations of various kinds were cited the most often with a total of ten out of 49
responses. Dialogues of various kinds were cited by nine out of 49 respondents.

Various types of group or partner interview activities were mentioned in five out
of 49 responses, and read-aloud types of activities were cited by five of 49
respondents.

While the survey is small

a

few patterns emerge in the above breakdowns.

A high number of responses cite CLT activities at the beginning, intermediate,
and advanced class levels, with most at intermediate levels. Fewer are in the

'other'classes group which has higher learner levels, including one class with both
language one

(Ll)

native English speakers, and language two (L2) ESL speakers.

Relatively few responses mention cognitive listening strategies. The
highest number of these is in the advanced class level responses, followed by
'other' and intermediate level classes both having the same number of responses,
and with the fewest responses at beginning class levels.

Both of these patterns reflect instructional approaches cited in the Ch. 2
literature review. It is interesting to note that some experts cited in the literature
review debate the effectiveness o1'cognitive listening strategies for lower L2
learning levels; the survey responses show fewest cognitive listening strategies
cited at the beginning levels.

Following are some response examples. One respondent stated:
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students like the mixer activities where they are given a grid and

they have to interview students and

fill in the information. They also like

using Rosetta Stone and any other site that allows them to hear and/or
speak for practice.

Another response said, "Ell 4 - Have students read-aloud/listen to peers re:
dialogue from texts [and] worksheets. Students enjoy 'playing roles' and listening
to classmates do the same." Another response said, "When doing read-alouds, we

really emphasize enunciating the endings of words, since many students leave off
the ending sound(s) in their pronunciation."

Other types of responses were fewer. Some examples:

'

One respondent - ELL 4, stated that they find open-ended conversations
more beneficial for the students, than scripted conversations.

o

One respondent - beginning levels, mentioned total physical response

(TPR) acriviries.

o

one respondent - ELL 3, recommended a "sequential approach to
phonological structure and pronunciation" using the Orton-Gillingham
method.

o

One ELL 5 respondent stated: "Socratic seminar w/ requirement that each

student summarize what another says, thus practicing both listening and
speaking. "

'

A few responses mentioned sltectking practice for -ed or other ending
sounds.
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Only two respondents mentioned any kind of listening for specific
information activity: one beginning level response for was for "People

Bingo", and one ELL 7- advanced level response was listening for -ed
ending sounds.

.

Ir{o responses mentioned activities

with phonics practice.

In summary, the survey responses indicate that a majority of teachers of
adult ELLs at all levels in the two schools surveyed, observe deficiencies in the

listening and speaking skills of some students, in relation to their other English
language

skills. More than half of the surveyed teachers (56.47o), say rhar

listening and speaking skills are as important as reading and writing skills for
adult ELLs, and over a third (40Vo), say they are slightly more imporrant. There
was a

fairly wide range of responses to the question of available program

resources, with the majority being sometimes and mostly. Responses show that
teachers utilize a variety of resources to approach listening and speaking skills

instruction. Teachers shared
use and recommend

a range

of classroom and online activities that they

for addressing these skills.

In addition to the literature review, the teacher survey responses have
informed the final LAP product of this paper, which is described in the following
sectron.

Description of the Product

A manual of listening and speaking learning activities for the adult ELL
classroom was developed, based on the findings of the literature review,
responses to the teacher survey, and the writer's professional practice as an aclult
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I). The manual comprises l7 types of listening,

speaking, or pronunciation activities for the adult ELL classroom and three types

of internet resources that provide listening and speaking practice for the adult
English language learner. The classroom language activities are communicative
and authentic, or activities that are interactive, with real-life application and

relevance for the learners. Several are cognitive-learning based, incorporating

cognitive strategies to help the learner process the language input or output.
Each listed activity type includes suggested adult ELL learning levels

(beginning, intermediate, advanced); a description; suggestions for application at

different levels; and expected outcomes. A majority of the activities apply to
more than one learning level or to all levels. Suggestions or examples for use are
given for each level. Each type of internet resource includes several
recommended websites and addresses. The websites are listed with suggested
adult ELL learning levels, a brief description, sLlggested applications, and
anticipated outcomes.
The purpose of the manual is to serve as an accessible, easy-to-use,

listening and speaking curriculum supplement for teachers of all levels of adult

ESL. The goal of this manual in particular is to help teachers

acldress the aural

and oral language skill deficits that may sometimes lurk almost unnoticed in the

differentiated adult ELL classroom. It is hoped that individual learners who may
have lower listening and speaking skills in relation to their literacy skills can

benefit from these activities. At the same time most learners in the adult ELL
classroom need and benefit from continued aural and oral skills practice. The
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goal is to give teachers a tool to help address the listening and speaking
needs of

individual learners as well as the whole classroom, with communicative
and
cognitive based language activities that are easily incorporated into
the ongoing

curriculum. The manual is available for download at the following link:
https ://goo.

el/KcpCTt
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Chapter 4: Story of the Project
Writing a major academic paper is something I have managed to get this
far without having done before. My undergraduate degree was in fine arts, with
the final project being a sculpture exhibition. Learning how to do this has been

both educational and rewarding, especially as I always value gaining new skills.

Beginning with a topic that grew out of my teaching practice was valuable
in doing this LAP. It made the project personally relevant and engaging. The
observation of a discrepancy in listening and speaking skills relative to reading
and writing skills for some learners, had been on my mind, and in my classroom,

for about a year, and other than an occasional informal exchange with colleagues,
I had encountered no curricular information specifically identifying or addressing
rt.

Learning Through the Project
Gathering enough research literature for this topic was somewhat

challenging; I didn't find an abundant amount of

it.

After exhausting relevant

titles in the Augsburg databases I found more through the consortium college
libraries, and eventually found some recent publications through the internet. The
relatively srnall body of research supports my view that the question of a gap or
weakness in listening and speaking skills compared to literacy skills for some

English language learners may often be overlooked. At the same time, the
literature shows that the topic is well documented and researched, with much of
the research being done in the 1980's-1990's and continuing to the present. The
research was informative and validating for this project.
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I learned a great deal from the extended literature review, and through it
gained a broader and more contextualized understanding
of the topic, as well as
an overview of other conditions and factors influencing it.

There were also some surprises. I gained a new appreciation for
the value

of academic research. It revealed much about the topic that I didn't
know
beforehand. For example, the research shows how the history of ESL
teaching up
to the present, contains answers to some aspects of the Iistening
and speaking

question' It also shows the role that different first languages play
in second
language acquisition, especially in listening and speaking,
and particularly in

learning English as a second language. Other surprises included
the relatively

high number of survey responses indicating that teachers perceive
a listening and
speaking skills weakness for some students in their classrooms.
Also notable, the
responses show that surveyed teachers give similar importance
to listening and

speaking skills, in comparison to reading and writing skills.

While I have previously used listening and speaking activities in my
ELL
classrooffi, o positive outcome of the project is that through
developing the
manual I have improved ancl incorporatecl more of these activities
into my
classroom instruction- Over the past school year, they have
enhanced both

individual and group interactions.
Experts Consulted for the project
The expertise of my academic aclvisor Dr. Donna Patterson has
been key
to guiding the development of this LAP. The project reviewer-s,
experts in the

fields of ESL and linguistics have provided essential f-eedback.
My class cohort
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of graduate student colleagues contributed constructive exchange and input
towards the project. The teachers surveyed for this project, provided their
professional expertise through responses to survey questions related to the project,
and through their input on the final survey question on listening and speaking

instructional strategies. The teacher feedback directly contributed to the
development of the final product.

Future of the Project
Upon completion of the LAP, the manual of listening and speaking

activities will be linked online and surveyed teachers will be notified that it is
available for download. To get an idea of how useful and applicable the manual
may be, my plan is for a follow-up survey to be sent to teachers after three or four
academic qllarters. The follow-up questions would focus on the instructional

manual, including its accessibility, ease of use, and relevance for the curiculum
and needs of the classroom. Teacher feedback from the follow-up survey would
be used to edit, change, or update the manual. Depending on teacher feedback
and interest, this could be repeated after another year or two.

Also of interest over time, would be follow-up questions on the use of
future technology and internet resources for listening and speaking instruction.
The current survey responses show some use of technology resources, but

significantly less than in-class instructional activities. With rapidly changing
technologies, this would be an interesting area to follow.

Other future considerations: CCRS. Understanding that the traditional
approach to Iistening and speaking instruction in adult ESL, has been rooted
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within the framework of reading and writing comprehension, thus contributing to
sometimes inadequate aural and oral skills development, has been an informative
and fundamental insight provided by the extended literature review of this paper.

In recent decades ESL listening and speaking instruction has improved,

with the development of communicative language and research-based cognitive
approaches to instruction.

At the same time, as a teacher in the field, it is my

observation that an underlying emphasis on literacy skills exists in adult ESL

instruction. This is also evidenced by the continuation of differing instructional
approaches, old and new, to listening and speaking in adult ESL, as shown in the

literature.

Another factor that may influence this topic in the future, is the new set of
federal and state standards for ABE, called College and Career Readiness
Standards (CCRS) ("College and Career,,' 2013). These standards, based on the

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for grades K-12,, are now requisite for

ABE programs in states which have adopted them, including the program where I

work. The U.S. Department of Education is also revising the NRS level
descriptors to align with CCRS, and test publishers are aligning standardized tests
used in ABE, to the CCRS standards (Vinogradov, 2015).

The CCRS Standards for English Language Arts/Literacy (ELAiliteracy),
include four strands and component standards: Reading, Writing, Speaking and

Listening, and Language. Of these, the reading and writing standards are the most
extensive. Regarding the ElAiliteracy standards, the 2013 CCRS report states
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that at its core, the instructional focus is on literacy and "the careful examination

of the text itself" ("College and Career," 2013, p.9).

While there is not a mandatory federal or state curriculum, teachers will be
responsible for the application of CCRS in their instructional approaches and
outcomes in Minnesota ("College and Career," 2013; Vinogradov, 2015).
Regarding the future of this project, it would be of interest to do a followup study and teacher survey once CCRS has been fully adopted. Especially
interesting for me would be to what degree, implementation of the new standards

allows instructional time for communicative and cognitive based approaches to
listening and speaking for adult ELLs at each level. To my reading, even at the
lower levels, the Speaking and Listening (SL) standards, pertain to the native*
English speaking ABE student who is assumed to have a basic command of the
spoken language, while possibly falling short of instructional needs unique to the

ABE English language learner. Indeed the CCRS report states that it does not

fully cover all of the instructional

needs

for English language learners. It also

clarifies that beyond the essential foundation of these standards, it leaves room for
teachers, curriculum developers, and schools to add further content ("College and

Career," 2013).

It is noteworthy that CCRS includes

a set

of Reading For-rndation Skills

Standards for beginning through intermediate levels. These include standards that

cover phonemic and phonological awarenes.s, phonetic decoding, and reading

with accuracy and fluency. They are described as not being an end in themselves
but as components for developing proficient readers ("College and Career," 7013,
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p. 40). These might be useful as skills objectives for ELL listening and speaking

instruction. The following Minnesota ABE, document may also help in part to
facilitate ELL listening and speaking instruction.
Transitions Integration Framework

(TIF).

Minnesota ABE has

developed another document which aligns with CCRS, called Transitions

Integration Framework (TIF), ("Transitions Integration," 2016). It is a guide for

ABE programs and teachers, containing objectives that address skills needs for
student transition to the workplace and post-secondary education. These

objectives include six skills categories, including: effective communication, and
learning strategies. Effective communication (EC), broadly addresses "speaking,

writing, and all forms of nonverbal communication" ("Transitions Integration,"
2016, p. 9). The EC objectives cover appropriate applications of these skills
rather than actual skills acquisition. The learning strategies (LS), for oral, written,
and note-taking skills are similar to the higher level cognitive learning strategies

cited in this paper's literature review. These could be applicable for higher level

listening and speaking instruction. While both of these objectives may be useful
as part

of a framework for shaping adult ELL curriculum goals. they do not

appear to fr,rlly address goals for adr"rlt

ELL listening and speaking skills

development.

With the overall implementation of CCRS, as well

as

TIF in Minnesotit,

my interest continLtes in a futr-rre examination of the balance of listening

ancl

speaking skills instruction with reading and writing skills instruction, for adult

English language Iearners.
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Finally, the product of a listening and speaking manual as part of this
Leadership Application Project has been an end in itself, which hopefully can be a
useful tool for adult ELL teachers from the start. Throughout, the project has
been a rewarding learning process.
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Appendix A

List of Abbreviations
a

ABE Adult

a

AELLs Adult

a

AH At Home

Basic Education

English Language Learners

(learners are studying a foreign language in their first

language setting, for example at school)
a

BUP Bottom-up processing (language learning from small units or parts,
to whole)

a

CALL

a

CLT Communicative

language teaching

a

CTB communicative

task-based approach; means the same as

Computer-assisted language learning

Communicative language teaching (CLT) in ESL (Grafals ,2013, p. 6).
t

EAP English for Academic Purposes

a

EL

Extensive listening (A strategy approach to listening, based on same

principles as extensive reading)
a

ELA

English Language Arts

a

ELL

English language learner

o

ER

Extensive reading (A strategy approach to reading development,

encouraging extensive exposure to level-appropriate readings of interest)
a

ESL English ers Second

a

IM Immersion

Langr-rage

context for 2ndlanguage learning, usually domestic, snch

as a sllmmer intensive language program
o

Ll

First or native language
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a

L2

a

MT More traditional;

66

Second or target language; language being learned or studied
same as Traditional Approach (TA) to teaching

ESL (Grafals, 2013,, p. 4).
t

SA Study abroad (students living and studying in target language setting)

a

SLA Second

a

TA

a

TDP Top-down processing (language learning, starting from prior

language acquisition

Traditional approach to teaching ESL

knowledge and context, and using inference, for comprehension)
a

TESOL Teaching English to speakers of other

languages
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Appendix B
Differences Between CTB and MT Models of LZ lnstruction
Table I
Traditional Teadting Practfr:e r,'i'. Communirative lnas*-Ba.red Pranice
Approach
Traditional
Cornmunicative
Theory of language Language is a systent of
language is a resource fbr
phonological (sound),
creating and exchanging
lexicaf (vocabulary) and
meanings between
nrorphosyntactic
individuals and groups
(gramrnatical) rules
Theory of learning Habit forrnation,
Activities involving real
rnemorization and other
commun ication, simulating
means of internalizing rules,
in class language
Fscus on accuracy
perforrnance ouf of class -'leaming
by daing"
Syllabus design

Methoclology

(Grafals,,2013, p. 20)

The selection and
sequencing of grammar,

The selection and
sequencing of

pronunciation and
vocabulary iterns frorn target
language systems
Analytic (one thing at a
ti nre) Drill, mernorization,
repetition

cornmunicative tasks that
learners will undertake in
real-life ccrilmunication
Holistic (many things at
one) Role plays, simulations
ol out of class
cornmunication
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4,ppendix C

Timeline of Approaches to Listening Instruction (Goh, 2008, p. 190)

l-

Table
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Appendix D
Table of Cognitive Tactics for Learner Listening

Inferumting (Fililing in missing information and guessing meaning of rvords)
Use contextu*l clues
Use familiar content words
Draw on knowledge of the world
Apply knowledge about the target language
Use visual clues
Elaboration (Ernbellishing an interpretation to make it rneaningful and complete)
Draw on world knowledge
Draw on knowledge about the target language

Pr*diction {Anticipating contents before and during listening)
Antic ipate general contents (global)

Anticipate details while Iistening (local)

Conttxtualisnfion (Relating new infonnation 1o a wider t-rmiliar context)
Place input in a social or linguistic context
Find related information on hearing a key rrrsrd
Relate one part of text to another

Tranrl*tion (Changing words, phrases or senten*es into
Find

Ll

L

l hefore interprctation)

equivalents for selected key words

Translate a sequenc-e of utterance

Ff;xation (Focussing attention on understanding a small part of a text)
Stop to think about the spelling of unfamiliar rvords
Stop to think ahout the meaning of words or parrs of the input
Memorise/repeat the snunds of unfamiliar words
Memorise words or phrases fur later processing

Visuslisation {Forrning a mental picture of what is heard}
Imagine scenes, evsnts, objects etc. belng deseribed

Mentally display the shape (spelling) of key words

Reronstruction (Using key rvords to recreate meaning)
Reronstruct meaning frorn words heard
Reconstruct mesnifig fronr nctes ffiken

Fig. I " An inr,entory of rcgnitiw tactics in leamer

(Goh, 2002, p. 192).

liste

ning
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Appendix E
Table of Metacognitive Tactics for Learner Listening

Pre-lisfeniug Preparation (Preparing mentally and emotionally for a listening
task)

Preview contents
Rehearse sounds of potential content words
Encourage one$elf to relax
Selective Attenfion (Noticing specifi* aspect$ of input)
Listen to lvords in groups
Listen for gist
Listen for thrniliar content rvords
Notice how information is structured (e.g. discourse markers)
Fay attention to repetitions
Notice infsnation feafures {e-9, fall and rise tones)
Listen to specihs parts of the input
Pay attention to visuals and body Ianguage

Directed Attention { fuIonitoring attcntion and avoiding distractions}
Concentrate hard

Confinue to listen in spite of dilhculry

Comprehensitn Msnitoning (Checking/ confirming understanding while
listeningi
Clonfirm that comprehension has taken ptrace
Identifu rvords or ideas not understood
Check current interpretation rvith context of the message
Check current interpretation rvith prior knowledge
Real*tirne Assessment of lnput (De{ermining the value of specific parts of the
input)
Asssss the importance uf problematic pafls that are heard
lJetermine the potential value of subsequent parts of input

Comprehension Evaluation lChecking interprctation for accuracy,
completeness and acceptabil ity a_{ter I istening)
Check interpretation against some external sollrces
Check interpretatisn using prior knowledge
Match interpretation rvith the context of tlre rnessage

Fig. 1. An inventorv of nmtac:oggritir.e tactir:s in karnrr li-stening.

(Goh, 2002, p. 193).
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Appendix F
College Course Podcasts for Listening Learning
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Appendix G

AELL Listening/Speaking Teacher Survey
iPqE t of 1

Adult ELL Listening/Speaking Teacher Survey
This survey is aboul listening & tf"ti*g
ard instrucficn in adult ESL edr*atiar in general. lt is not aburt arry particrJar
Program Remember" ELL means,Engtlstl leamiq
Language..Learner. Tl*" surr*y is open
are completely anorrymous Thank you
' -' npnt 13 rhroqgh April zr, z01s All responses
for

paiiciflating!

1. What levels of ELL do you teach?

Cieck all that apply

G1
[1

"

i=3

il+
ffis

ile
il

tlone of the abry;e

2. What ELL focus class(es| do you teach?
Check all that apply.

{.J Using English 2/3

il
iI
il

Writing 2

iJ

Writing 3

Using Erqlish 3/4

Writrrq

1

*

f'Une of the above

ffi

other:

3' Do you observe o gap {deficiency) in the listening & speaking
skills of s+rne of your ELLs?

U

Never

[*i

Sometinres

*

Fairiy often

(*i

Always

U

Other

4'

l-[row

t'vould you rate the importance of listening/speaking skills
as compared to reading/writing skills for ELLs?
Stightly less
important

Not as important

Listenirg and
speakr*g skills are

Always
Levels 1-2

important

More important

i*,

ELL curriculums in general, include adequare tistening and speaking
conrent
htostl."-

t-;

Sometrmes

Rarely

ll's iftconsistent

\i

Never

t-i

a

i-.t

Lerrels 5 and
abave

SlightJy more

i -.i

5. ln
and ,ffiirl,:Xffi:it;"?jr".-"$"'education

Levels J-d

Equally important

,;l

LJ

Ft

t3

-,

!,j

t.-;
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6. {ELL 'lJ}: lf your ELLs have high readingiwriting and low listeninglsp+aking skills, how do you address this disparity?
Check al1 that apply

il
*
[]
G
[J

Conrpuler lab: Gnline listening practice {elllo, ne*s .*+bsjtes, etc.}

l*i

Other

Ccmputer iab: Online speakir4lpronun iaticn pretice

ln+lass interactive listening and speaking activities
Pronurrc iation activ ities (stress. rhythm. tntonation)

level not applicable

7. {ELL 3-4}: lf your ELLs have high reading/writing and low listening/speaking skills, how da you address this disparity?
Check all that apply:

iJ
*
il
ej
iJ
U

Compurter lab. Online listening practice (elllo, news wehsites, etc.)

Conrputer 1ab: Online speaking/pronLrra iation practice

ln+lass intermtive listenirg and speakirg activities
P

ronunc iation ac tivities {stres s, rhythm, i ntonation}

level not applicable
Other:

8. {ELL 5 and higher}: lf your ELLs have high readinglwriting and low listening/speaking skills, how do you address this

disparity?

Check all that apply:

I
iJ
[J
G
ij
lJ

Conrputer lab. Online llstening programs (elllo, rews websites, etc.i
Computer lab Online speakirElpranurrcialion prmtice

ln+lass interacti.;e listenirq ard speaking artivities
Pronunciation activities {stress. rhythm, intonation)
level nct applicable
Other:

9. Please share one or more listening and/or speaking ectivity that you have found to be useful in your ELL classroom
Please specify class level(s):

Add item

Confirmatkrn fuge

Your response has trr*n r*cr:rded.
Show link to subnrrl another response
Publish and show a public link to form results

I

?

Allow responders to edtt responses after submittrng

ffirer
EUIW
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Appendix H

List of AELL

classes relationship to

For survey question #1, core classes:
ELL Classes

I

- 2 = Beginning Level

ELL Classes 3 - 4 = Intermediate Level
ELL Classes 5 and higher = Advanced Level
For survey question #2, single subjects:
Using English 213 = Beginning Level

Using English 314 = Intermediate Level

Writing I = Intermediate Level
Writing 2 = Advanced Level
Writing 3 = Advanced Level

ABE Levels
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Introduction

All of the exercises

and strategies in this manual address the classroom or

computer lab practice of listening and/or speaking skills for adult English
language learners. Many of them may also involve other language

skills. For

example, listening and speaking often occur together. Similarly, listening and
speaking may accompany grammar practice, as with -ed endings, or reading
practice as in read-alouds. Generally the integrated skills activities work well
after basic or individual skills have been practiced.
The activities are listed alphabetically and are described in annotative

form.

Each is noted for level, description, application, and outcome. Levels are

beginning, intermediate, or advanced. Some activities are applicable to all levels.
The activity levels generally correlate to adult ELL class levels as follows: class
levels 0

-2 = beginning; class level 3 = high beginning; class level 4 = low

intermediate; class level 5 = intermediate; class levels

6-1=

advanced.

Several exercises in the manual such as dictations or minimal pairs can be

found on numerous ESL websites. However there is a range in the type of results
and reliability of content to be found. The exercises and strategies compiled here
are chosen for their usefulness in the adult

ELL classroom, based on the survey

results, the cited research, and the author's teaching practice.
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There is overlap among some of the activities and some could be subcategorized under others. They are listed separately for their particular roles in

listening and speaking practice. It is hoped that they can be easily incorporated
into any existing curriculum, as a teacher finds useful.

A number of online resources are included at the end of the manual. A
large amoun[ of ESL resources can be found on the internet. The websites
presented here have been selected for their application to listening, speaking, or

pronunciation practice, and for their overall quality and instructional value. They
provide authentic texts such as news in written and audio or podcast form, and
recorded or videotaped conversations by speakers of English. Most have followup practice activities and links to other English language practice. They are listed

alphabetically and include activity type, name and website, and level. They are
described annotatively.

Activities

l.

Conversations: authentic.

Level: All
Description' Authentic conversations depict any real-life communication between
speakers. In ESL instruction they often convey usefr.rl information about
everyday situations such as asking f or directions, or scheduling an appointment.

Applicatton' Some examples include the f ollowing:
For beginning levels (ELL 0 - 2):
Students practice listening to and taking a phone message. This can be practiced

for different objectives:
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Listening: One objective could be to listen for and record specific pretaught vocabulary.

o

Speaking: Using the same conversation, pairs can practice each speaker's
side of the conversation.

For intermediate levels (ELL 3 - 4):

o

Students practice speaking and listening to map directions, in small groups

or pairs. These could be road/street directions or directions within a

building complex. Optional: first project or supply students with a visual
of the map. As a pre-listening activity, go over the map and check for
understanding. Play audio or read aloud the map directions, and provide
transcripts for pairs practice. Include comprehension questions for

individual practice.

o

As an extension, for pairs: provide two different lists, each with questions
based on the map directions in the conversation. Give one list to each
student in the

pair. Partners then ask each other the questions. (Optional:

answers can be provided with the questions, for the student who is asking.)

For advanced levels (ELL 5 and up):

A classroom-related authentic conversation topic for groups or pairs came from
the teacher survey in this LAP:

o

"What strategies do you use to prepare for a vocabulary test?" The same
question could be applied to any test preparation. It could also be applied
to learning skills and study skills.
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Outcome: This type of conversation provides listening and speaking practice in
the context of real-life situations that the learners

will experience and will

need to

navigate, using English. It providesLZ learning as well as life-skills information.
The real-life or authentic framework provides context for meaning-making.

2. Conversations: theme or topic

based.

Level: All; adjust the topic question to the class level

Description' Conversations can also be more open-ended, based on a theme or
topic related to the curriculum, to culture, language, news events, or any topic of
interest.

Application' These can work as a warm-up activity,

a lesson extension, or

for

conversation practice at any time. These can be done with any group

configuration - whole group, small groups, or pairs. Small group conversations
can be followed by a whole-group share.

For lower levels, it can be helpful to have small groups, including one person who
has strong English speaking skills, such as a volunteer or higher speaking stuclent,

to help the conversation along. Mixing students from different language
backgrounds and speaking levels is recommended, to facilitate the use of English,
since

it is easy to fall into the native-language habit with

same-language groups.

0ther variations include:

o

Group discussion questions on the board or screen, or printed on sheets at
each table.

A classroom volunteer or higher level student will be helpful

with lower level groups.
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Theme based questions and answers with group interaction: Students stand

in parallel lines facing opposite partners, or in concentric circles facing
partners. One line or circle moves a step to change partners, thus
changing the question and answer.

o

From the teacher survey: authentic, context based, yet open-ended topic
questions with different scenarios, such as: "How do you talk to a
policeman who has pulled you over?" or, "How do you call 9l l?" Model
and practice with the whole group. Follow with table groups or pairs

practice.

o

For all the above at the lower levels, modelling followed by practice with
a script may be an alternative approach.

Outcome.' Group conversations on a selected topic can be useful for helping
students to become comfortable with speaking English. They give everyone

a

chance to listen and speak English in a safe learning environment, where

conversations are modelled and practiced. They teach students the conventions of

American English conversation and present questions and ideas for discussion,
debate, and critical thinking.

3. Dialogues.
Level: All
Description' Dialoglles are a commonly used communicative activity for second
language practice. Effective dialogues for ESL listening and speaking practice
are conversations between speakers that target selected language points being

taught.
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Implementation: While there are abundant ESL dialogues to be found on the
internet, they often involve passive listening on the part of the student. There are
many ways to make useful lesson dialogues. Teacher modelling is important, so
that correct pronunciation is practiced, especially at the beginner and intermediate
levels:

o

A section from a previous reading could

be adapted into a dialogue. This

also extends the reading activity into speaking practice.

o

Key vocabulary words or grammatical structures which have been taught,
can be removed from a dialogue, for a reading/writing cloze activity

followed by conversation (listening and speaking) practice.

o

Some textbooks provide dialogues and substitutions for target language

structures to be practiced. Students repeat the dialogue, substituting new
words or phrases each time.

o

Partner or group practice of dialogues is a great way for students to repeat

pronunciation including rhythm, stress, or intonation.
Outcome; Dialogues can be developed to fit almost any lesson theme. They are
versatile and can focus on any language points being learned, such as vocabulary,
or grammar, i.e. verb tenses or subject-verb agreement. They are excellent for

pronunciation practice. They inherently provide communicative listening and
speaking practice. Teacher modelling is a good idea, so that correct pronunciation
is practiced. They are an excellent way for students to apply their learning from
the written to the spoken

form. The dialogue form provides context

and structure

that students can follow rather than supply on their own. It is enjoyable through
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its quality of interaction and role-play. Dialogues are an effective tool at all
learner levels.

4. Dictations.
Level: All; Select text according to level

Descriptiou Dictation involves one person reading

a text aloud and another or

others recording what is heard. Dictation in ESL instruction has been

controversial among some educators, due to its limited application and overuse in
the traditional approach teaching model.
an end

It was teacher-centered and repetitious,

in itself rather than a means to an end. Dictations however, can have

excellent applications in the communicative classroom. They are best
incorporated into existing lessons and practiced in the whole group, small groups
or pairs. They integrate the skills of listening, speaking, writing and reading and
serve to highlight accuracy in writing, speaking, and pronunciation forms.

Dictations provide focused attention to listening and speaking skills.

Application' As with dialogues, there are plenty of ESL dictations to be found

on

the internet. The key is to select or create dictations which integrate the language
points being taught. Make sure you have taught thoroughly, for example the new

pronunciation vocabulary, or grammar points before using them in dictations.
Some learner centered dictation exercises follow:

o

Orcler or sequence lext dictcrtions.' In groups of 4 or 5, give each student

a

different sentence or portion of a text. Str-rdents dictate their portion to the
groLlp who write it

down. After all have finished, the group compares and
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corrects their writing and then together decides the correct sequence for

putting the portions together.

o

Running dictations: There are variations on this. Select a short text (it

could be a dialogue), and post several copies around the room. Students
work in pairs or small groLlps. One student is the "runner", the others the

writers. The runner goes to the posted text, memorizes a line, returns and
dictates it to the partner(s) who write it down. The runner goes back and
repeats as necessary. Students can exchange roles part way through and

continue running and dictating until the whole text is written. They then
compare their writing to the original and make corrections.

o

Partner dictations.' Also called mutual dictations, this has variations. For
example it can be done with a vocabulary word list or sentences

containing key vocabulary, a text passage, text based questions, or other,
Give each partner a different list of words, sentences, or portion of

a

passage. Each learner dictates their portion without showing it, to their
partner, who writes it down. For lower levels, the text being dictated can
be partially complete, for the student who

fills in the missing words

(information gap). Unless a spelling exercise, writers can request spelling
dictation where needed. For lower and intermediate levels, pair or partner
dictations will work best u.f'ter the vocabulary or reerding passage has been
learned and practiced.

o

Dictogratns or clictogloss.' Pairs or small groLlps. Ntste: Students work

individually to begin with. Read or:t loud or play

a

recording of a level-
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appropriate selection, more than once, The first time, students just listen;
the 2nd and 3rd times students write down keywords. Read aloud again if
necessary. Then pairs or groups compare and share. Together they
develop a composite sentence or passage that accurately conveys the main
ideas of the

original. Share with the whole group. This is good practice

for listening and note-taking skills.
Outcome.' As with dialogues, dictation exercises are an effective extension of any
language lesson, by integrating all of the language skills and by requiring students

to apply the target language on their own. They require students to transpose

information from one form to others, i.e.from aural to written, and in turn to
reading and spoken forms. Dictations require careful listening, thereby exercising
this

skill. When

students read back their written text, they practice reading and

speaking skills. Pair dictations require careful pronunciation for clear
understanding by partners. Being interactive and having an element of problem-

solving makes dictations engaging. Dictations are also effective as note-taking
skills practice.

5. Past tense -ed endings*.
* These activities can be applied for other word endings as well, such

as -s or -es

endings for plural nouns, possessive nouns, third person singular verbs, and some
contractrons

Level: Intermediate - Advanced
Desc'ription This refers to the simple past tense form of regular verbs in English,
r.e. vvttrtt becomes vvanted. Depending on the

final sound of the base verb,
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pronunciation of the -ed ending varies. Sometimes it is "voiced" and is an
additional syllable, as in wantlidl. Often it is not voiced but uttered as a phoneme,
produced by the tongue, teeth, and breath, either as a ltl or a ldl sound (not the
name of a letter in the alphabet), as in claim/d/, or walk/tl.

Application: While -ed endings are commonly learned in verb tense grammar
lessons, they should also be taught for pronunciation. This is a case where the

spelling patterns and sounds of the base verbs have a relationship to the

pronunciation of the -ed endings. Some approaches are:

o

Direct instruction: the spelling patterns or rules for each of the three
sounds of -ed can be taught through direct instruction and modelling, both

wdtten and spoken, with many examples.

o

Whole group activity: after teaching the spelling patterns, create a concept
map on the board or projector, of the three -ed ending categories: lt/, ldl,

lidl.

Have students brainstorm verbs and their past tense pronunciation for

each category. Alternatively, small groups could do the same

collaboratively at their tables. (Intermediate or advanced)

o

For advanced levels, give an introduction or summary of the three

patterns. Then dictate a list of verbs in the infinitive. Have students create
their own concept map categories (as above), then in groups or pairs
change the verbs into past tense and put in the appropriate category.

Follow up with a whole-group share for correction and for pronunciation
practice.
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Listening for -ed (or other) ending sounds, all levels: Following direct
instruction with modelling, or as part of a grammar or vocabulary lesson,
do listening practice activities in which students listen for the target
ending sound in words or in the context of a listening text.

o

See

Activity 8: Listening with

o

See

Activity 13: Pronunciation: including rhythm,

a purpose

or selective listening.
stress, and intonation.

Outcome: The goal is for correct pronunciation of past tense -ed endings. Once
students understand the spelling rules for -ed endings, and with some controlled

practice, pronunciation for these may become easier. Note: ELLs do not always
hear or recognize word ending sounds in spoken English.

It is important to

practice listening activities for these and other English ending sounds. For

listening activities

see

Activity #8: Listening with a Purpose or Selective

Listening.

6. Interviews, student to student.
Level: All
Description: Adult ELLs enjoy interview activities in which they meet and
converse with classmates. This is a good mingle activity which requires learners

to get out of their seat, move around the classroom, and meet classmates they
don't know, who speak languages other than their own. At the same time it can be
designed for listening and speaking practice of language points that are being

learned. This is a popular communicative activity.
Appliccrtion: Select a topic(s), such as introductions when meeting someone new,
or the weather today, or any other. Design a grid fonnat for the survey, with
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several level appropriate questions. Choose how many interviewees to format
spaces

for. Add headings and spaces for student

names and responses. Distribute

copies, and have students find classmates other than their neighbors, to interview.

When surveys are completed, students share what they learned about a classmate.
Depending on the level, model the activity and/or include directions.

Outcome: Classmate interviews provide an interactive and enjoyable opportunity
to communicate safely with other language learners. It is important for ELLs to
feel comfortable enough to speak English in the classroom; sometimes they may

feel shy about opening up. Interviews formatted with target language points
provide practice and extension of classroom instruction, using all the language

skills. These provide good practice for listening, speaking, and pronunciation.

7. Listen and re-tell.
Level: Intermediate - Advanced
Descriotion' Students will Iisten to a short passage and re-tell it in their own
words.

Application'Note: Students will work individually for this one, at least initially.
Later they can compare and collaborate, if you choose. Provide a list of 3-5
comprehension questions based on a passage the students will hear. Have
students read the questions and check for understanding. Read aloud, or play

recording of a short passage. You will play it 3 times. I st listening.'

a

sturclents

listen only. 2nd listening: students listen and take notes, writing down keywords.
3rd listening: sturdents add to their notes, then write answers to the pre-listening
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questions, using their own words. Finally students share by re-telling aloud,
either in the whole group, small groups, or pairs.
- For advanced levels you can try skipping the question

list. Give a pre-listening

introduction or question. Do the reading/listening three times with notetaking.
Then students write a few sentences that summarize the passage in their own

words. Share.
Outcome: This activity involves all the language skills and is challenging because
the listening and note-taking are simultaneous, It is effective practice for listening

skills, and provides note-taking practice. It teaches transfer of information and
summarizing skills.

8. Listening with a purpose or selective listening.
Level:

All. Use level-appropriate

listening text, and scale up or down the student

response portion.

Description' Students listen selectively for specific information, such as listening

for vocabulary, for main idea or details,.frtr sequence,.for a reason why, for

time,

place, subjects, verb conjugations, etc. These activities are very useful for

helping learners identify pronunciation features through listening: J'or content
worcls,

for word stress and sentence s/ress, .for intonation,

and

Jor worcl entling

sounds*. Do each of these as separate listening activities.
+ See

activity 5: Past tense -ed endings.

Application' Be sure to present a level-appropriate listening passage. A good way
to do this is to select a topic and language points that have been practicecl in
another form such as reading. In some cases a short pre-listening introduction or
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to activate prior knowledge. During the listening

activity, for lower and intermediate levels, provide

a cloze

work sheet, true/false

statements, questions with multiple choice answers, or a list of guiding questions

to answer. For each selective Iistening activity:

o

Tell students whal they are listening for. Model for lower levels.

o

Remind students that they do not need to understand everything they hear.

o

Read or play the passage three or four times, firstTus/ for listening, then

listening for the selected information.
Outcome.' Selective listening activities are excellent for developing L2 listening

skills. They develop attention to pronunciation features. They develop
comprehension of the selected information and they enhance overall
comprehension of the spoken language. In addition to listening practice, selective

information activities involve practice of sentence structures such as subjectlverb
agreement, and of critical thinking skills such as finding cause and effect, main
idea and details, etc.

9. Listening and note-taking practice.
Level: Intermediate - Advanced
Description' Note-taking is a necessary study skill for all students and it becomes
even more important at higher education levels, for lecture formats and where

learning becomes increasingly independent. The inherent challenges of
simultaneously listening to the moving speech stream and recording aural

information, is even more difl'icult to do in a second language.
Appliccttion' For lower and intermediate-advanced levels

see

Dicttttions.
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For intermediate and advanced levels:

o

Have note-taking be an ongoing part of your curriculum. Choose a note-

taking strategy to teach, such as the Cornell Method, Outline Method, or
any other. After introduction and guided practice, you can put note-taking

practice to use right away, as part of language skills practice. Note-taking
and language skills

o

will

be practiced and strengthened simultaneously.

Model note-taking shorthand, such as abbreviations and symbols. Remind
them that the notes are for them, and need not be formally written. They
can insert their own language shorthand to translate and save time too.

o

After they have learned a note-taking strategy, have students practice it
with a short listening passage, video, or recording. Allow repeat listening
(remember this is a second language).

o

Give partners texts to dictate for note-taking. Or students can dictate to
peers who take notes in small groups.

Outcome: Note-taking provides ELLs with integrated practice of listening skills
and writing

skills. It develops careful listening, connecting

ideas, and organizing

information.

f0. Minimal Pairs.
Level: Beginner; higher as needed
Description: Minimal pairs are word pairs or pronunciation pairs that diff'er in
only one sound. An example is 'shoes'and 'choose'. At the beginning levels
minimal pairs may be part of listening and reading texts and writing and
vocabulary development. Selective listening activities can help learners to
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distinguish and recognize individual sounds. Minimal pairs may also be practiced
in word families or groups of words with the same spelling and sound patterns.
(See also #11 Phonics, below)

Apolication: After presentation and modelling, minimal pairs can be practiced for
recognition, first through listening activities, individually, in small groups, or

pairs. Follow these with speaking activities such as dialogue practicet which
incorporate the target words and phonemes.
*See

activity # 3 - Dialogues

o

Have learners copy down a list of word pairs. You could also provide it or
dictate them. Model the word sounds through call and response, or echo

reading. Then call out a single word and students underline or circle what
they hear. Next this type of activity can be done in student groups or
pairs.

o

Learners can make flash cards from their lists, with one pair-word on each

side. Call out a word and students hold up the correct side of the correct
card. This could be done in student groups or pairs.

o

Fly-swat activity: write or project a list of word pairs in large font on the

board. Two teams line up with a fly swatter for each person in front. Call
out a word. The first person from either team to swat the correct word

wins a point for the team.

o

Many ESL websites have good pronunciation pairs practice lists with
pictures and audio, which allow the listener to listen to and repeat the
sounds as much as they wish.
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At the intermediate and advanced levels, student questions about the
pronunciation distinctions of similar sounding words, may arise in the
context of a classroom discussion or lesson. The question can prompt a

mini-lesson using minimal pairs and class practice of the sounds and their
corresponding spellings and meanings.

Outcome: The beginner level activities are helpful for recognizing word sounds
or phonemes and for building up a knowledge base of common English words.
The internet practice sites are useful for independent practice. For higher levels,
the context of a class discussion or lesson can provide meaning for the words in

question, making them more memorable than a rote word list would. Usually the
students are engaged and take notes because they generated the question. The

words can also be added to weekly vocabulary to further aid in remembering.

11. Phonics.
Level: Beginner; higher as needed
Description: Phonics is a system of teaching letter/sor.rnd correlations. It is used
in elementary grades and lower level ESL reading and writing instruction.
Phonics teaches the reader to decode letters, letter combinations, and words by
sounding them out. While it is used in reading instruction, phonics also

intrinsically involves listening and pronunciation.

Application: (See also #10 Minimal Pairs and #13 Pronunciation)
In adult ESL, phonics is taught primarily at the lower levels within reading texts
and through listening/reading/writing practice activities and assessments.
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Most adult ELLs will have a base of reading skills and English phonemic
awareness by the intermediate and advanced levels.

At the

same time, sometimes

practicing sound-letter relationships in the context of a reading, listening, or any
other language activity can be helpful at the higher levels as well. Teacher

modelling and student practice of sounds, phonetically and separately before
putting them together in a word is also useful practice. This can be spontaneously
prompted by learner questions in context of any language activity.
Outcome: At the beginner levels phonics is helpful for building up a knowledge
base of English sounds and

vocabulary. It can help in building fluency and

automaticity in reading. The ability to decode and understand letter combinations
and their sounds can help students to sound out and pronounce unfamiliar words.

At higher levels, practicing pronunciation with phonics in context,

as

prompted by the context of a lesson or by student questions, provides a

meaningful and authentic way to continue developing the ELL's pronunciation,
listening, reading, and writing skills, as well as their vocabulary.

12. Practice job interviews.
Level: Advanced; adjust for intermediate
Description: This is a great activity for advanced level classes. Students role-play
interviewing for a job, as practice for real-life job interviews.

Applicution: Job interview practice fits well into an advanced job skills unit after
content vocabulary, reading and comprehension activities have been practiced.
Sarnple activity:
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Introduce job interviews and invite students to share any experiences they
may have had.

o

Show job interview images or video. Follow with class discussion and

questions. Discuss do's and don'ts.

o

Provide students with a mock interview text, and model the dialogue with
a volunteer helper or student.

o

Have student partners practice the interview, alternating roles of

interviewer and interviewee.

o

Another way to do this is to have a career professional come in and
conduct interviews with the class. Practice with the class beforehand.

Outcome; Excellent practice for real life job interviewing, something that can be
stressful to ELLs because of the need for English language skills in addition to

interviewing skills.

13. Pronunciation: including rhythm, stress, and intonation.
Level: AII levels
Description' Pronunciation is the formation and production of the sounds of
speech. It includes articulation, stress, and intonation. Broadly, pronunciation is
part of language learning at all the ELL levels. Different elements of

pronunciation will be taught and practiced at different levels, with plenty of
overlap.

Application' Pronunciation practice can and should be a part of all ESL
instruction, through activities appropriate to the beginner, intermediate, or higher

levels. One of the best ways to teach pronunciertion per se is at the hand of

a good
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textbook with audio (for example Clear Speech, by Judy

B. Gilbert,

Cambridge).

At the lower levels, alphabet-sound correlations, vowel sounds, consonant
clusters, and syllables are learned and practiced, to name a few.
At the higher
levels, word stress, linking of words, and rhythm and intonation
are practiceds.

* See Activity 5: Past tense -ed
endings, and Activity B: Listening with tt purpose
or selective listening.
communicative activities for pronunciation can include:
Lower levels:

o

Total physical response (TPR) activities, such as the traditional ,,Simon
Says" in which the teacher gives a directive using target English
vocabulary together with a gesture, and students follow suit. (See
TpR-

Iike Activities, below)

o

Model and practice the selected spelling and pronunciation structure,
for
example verb endings. Review and practice with call and response.
For

example: "I say (regular verb, simple presentform),' ... ,,you
say (simple
past of same verb with correct -ed ending sound)".

o

Rhyming of words with similar sounds, in short sentences, or poems (i.e.

Dr.

Seuss rhymes).

o

Rhyrling games where students select words that rhyme with given
words.

o

Flash cards can be used for minimal pairs recognition (see
minimal pairs

above)' Call out one word of
that word.

a petir and str-rdents

hold up the card showing
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Pronunciation or word-pair Bingo. Call out words which students have
learned and practiced for both spelling and pronunciation.

o

Rules for pronunciation of vowel and consonant spelling patterns, i.e. the

two-vowel rule which says that when two vowels are together, the tirst has
a

long vowel sound and the second is silent, or: a consonant following

a

vowel in a word starts the sound of the next syllable.

All levels:

o

Choral repetition, in which the teacher models and group repeats a

pronunciation pattern, has become less used as it can become disengaging

drill work. However it can be a useful tool for practice after introduction
to a pronunciation feature, such as consonant blend sounds, sentence
stress, or linking sounds in speech. Students enjoy this practice at all

levels, and at higher levels you can simply use it as student inquiries arise,
or for pronouncing new vocabulary.
Outcome.' Pronunciation learning in adult ESL is especially important at the

lower levels. At these levels basic sounds and patterns of spoken English are
recognized through listening and speaking activities and associated with the

English alphabet and word spelling for reading and writing skill development.
Word meanings are also learned through TPR and listening and speaking

activities. As stlldents gain proficiency and move to the intermediate/advanced
levels, continued practice with intonation, stress, rhythm and other speech
patterns, will bLrild their speaking skills and improve their listening
comprehension.
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14. Read-alouds or reading out loud.

Level: All levels; Select level-appropriate text
Descriptiow As the name suggests, read-aloud activities give students immediate
practice with listening and speaking skills. Read-alouds are interactive and best
done with the modelling and guidance of a teacher, for accuracy. There are

numerous ways in which students can listen to and speak a text. Reading out loud
helps improve pronunciation and fluency.

Application: Almost any ELL reading lesson can be extended into listening and
speaking practice. Students gain vocabulary, reading comprehension and writing
practice first, becoming familiar with the subject before concentrating on

pronunciation and fluency. This allows the language to be contextualized and
understood for meaning, freeing the student to focus on processing the listening
and speaking. This is an example of using both top-down (TDP) and bortom-up

(BUP) processing approaches.
Read-aloud material can also be chosen in other ways. Choose a text that
the students are already familiar with, such as from the textbook, or a passage

they have read previously. Or choose authentic reading material such as a news

article, a blog post, an instruction manual, a time schedule, an advertisement, or

a

take-out menu, to name just a few.
The following read-aloud activities work well for the intermediate and sometimes
advanced adult

o

ELL levels:

Model Reading or Shared Reading: The teacher reads a passage out loud,
using clear and natural intonation, rhythm, and stress. Students both listen
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copy. It is important that students use both

listening and reading skills, to notice pronunciation and spelling
assocratrons.

o

Echo Reading; The teacher reads a passage out loud. Then in short
sections, the teacher reads aloud and the group repeats, word for

word. In

this exercise, students echo or repeat intonation (rising and falling voice),
and stress patterns.

o

Partner Reading: After the teacher has modelled a passage, student pairs
read the passage, alternating sections or paragraphs. This is best done

with

a passage they have become

and hearing the teacher read

familiar with through reading activities

it out loud a few times. The listening partner

helps the speaker with pronunciation.

o

Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS): Pair stronger with weaker

readers. Partners alternate reading aloud, with the stronger reader
coaching.

o

Read and Speak a Dialogue: Dialogues provide fun yet controlled practice

of target vocabulary and pronunciation features. They are authentic
communicative activities providing context for the language. Model first;
then have a student pair try it, followed by others, then pairs practice.
Provide correction and feedback. (See Dialogues)
Other strategies work for beginning levels, includin g TPR spectking activities,

rrtle-playing, and choral reuding in which the teacher first models a reading out
loud, followed by the teacher and group reading out lor.rd in unison. Adjust
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scaffolding up or down. Higher levels won't need as much teacher modelling of
the reading out loud.

Outcome: Reading out loud can be stressful for some adult ELLs who may feel
less accomplished than other students. By completing the reading lesson first and

hearing the teacher read it aloud, students become familiar with the text and may
feel safer speaking aloud in the group. Students enjoy this kind of reading and
speaking practice, where the text is structured and they can build their language

skills.
These are activities which give the learners an opportunity, not only to
read and write for comprehension, but to hear and speak the

text. They are an

excellent way to extend a reading lesson into listening and speaking.

15. Role - plays.
Level: All levels; adjust for level

Description' Role playing any authentic communication in English is excellent
listening and speaking practice for ELLs. Role playing involves communication
through listening, speaking and physical action.

Application' Introduce by showing examples and modelling. Begin with

a

scripted text or dialogue for whole class practice. Model and scaffold as needed

until students become comfortable with the activity. Move to small groups and
pairs practice. For independent work after students have mastered the content
vocabulary they need, give groltps or partners a scenario which they will create

role play for. After planning and practice, each pair or group shares their roleplay with the whole group. These are fun.

a
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Outcome.' Role plays are great for many reasons. They are good mingle or ice

breaker activities, and get students interacting with classmates they may not sit
next to. They require practice of listening, speaking and pronunciation skills.
They work at all levels. They help students feel safe using English conversation.
Role playing adds body language and movement to the communication, making it

physically engaging.

16. Students repeat directions for assignments.
Level

: Beginning; Intermediate

Description' After listening to the teacher, students repeat the directions for

an

assignment. This activity is a form of both reading and read-alouds, but has its

own heading because it is worth being practiced as part of basic and essential
learning/study skills. Many lower and intermediate Ievel ELLs appear to lack the

skills to scan a practice sheet and reco gnrze how it is organized, where directions
are, and what they are for.

Application' At lower levels have students tell or show you where the directions
are found on a practice sheet or an assignment. Read them out Ioud to the whole

class. Ask one or more volunteers to read back the directions. Check for
understanding. This can also be done individr-rally. For higher levels, have a
student(s) restate the directions in their own words. Or have students repeat
directions that have been given orally.
Outcome.' This quick activity checks fbr unclerstancling of an assignm ent before

starting. It teaches listening skills, scanning skills ancl study skills.
Understanding directions is essential for classwork and for testing. This may be
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where a lack of comprehension lies, before even attempting to begin an
assignment.

17. Total physical response (TPR), and TPR-like activities.
Level: Beginning; higher levels as needed

Description' Total Physical Response (TPR), is an approach to teaching language
that begins with comprehension through listening. It incorporates physical action
(body language), together with the listening input and response. Teachers begin
by speaking and modelling a word or words. Students respond with repeating
actions and words. The method is mostly used with beginning ELL levels.

Application: At the beginning level, actions can be modelled and conveyed with
commands or imperatives, directing the student to do something:

o

Action verbs work well for this, for example: stand rp, turn around; close
the door.

o

Modelling a simple step-by-step process such as making tea is another
example.

o

A circle activity with realia or ball-toss accompanied by words

and

phrases for students to repeat is another.

For higher levels, TPR-Iike activities can incorporate language functions such as:

o

Introductions, polite requests, or making a suggestion.

o

Or play the traditional game of Simon Says using rarget language. If the
caller does not begin with "Simon.ray.s..., " students who repeat the gesture
are

out. Last one standing is the winner.
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Outcome: TPR is a good way to introduce beginning learners to the new
language through immediate engagement. Communication through actions also

provides associations for remembering.

Online Resources

18. Listening and video websites for ESL.
lish List

Libra

Online

httn://www.elllo. orp/videolindex.htnt
Level: Beginning to Intermediate.
This site is popular with adult ELLs. It contains an abundance of shorr English
listening videos, covering topics about daily life and culture. Each topic is based
on a question, such as "Do you like to study?" or "Do you prefer to own or rent?"

Topics are accessible and allow for listening and viewing with or without a text
transcript, and followed by a comprehension quiz. This site is great for soaking
up everyday spoken language, by just watching and listening. Most of the
speakers use British English. Navigating this site can be a

little confusing. Look

for the video index, follow the picture links, or go to the site index.
The horne link http://www.elllo.or s/ensl ish/home.htm leads to more activities

including online listening, games and mixers.
MunvTh in p s. o rg

ht t n : //vvw\r.

t'tt(rt vtltinps.ors/b/e/

Level: Beginning to Intermecliate.

Click on the top Listening and Speaking drop-down menu to select engaging and
interactive listening and pronunciation activities. These work well with the

's
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low-intermediate and intermediate ELL classes. The Categories menu leads to
videos categorized by language and culture sub-topics.
M aqtT h tn q s. o r g ht t p : //www. many t hin

g s. o

r.q/ e lllo

/

Level : B e ginning and hi gh-be ginning

This is a sizeable list of cultural and lifestyle topics from ELLLO,org by license.
Each

link leads to a conversation transcript with audio, cleanly presented

and

easily accessible. This website is currently undergoing re-design, so navigating
some links may be temporarily intemrpted. Overall this site provides multiple

skills practice. The listening and pronunciation exercises are especially useful for
lower and intermediate levels.
Randall'.r Cvhc. r Listeninp Cafi

://esl-lab.cot't't

Level: Intermediate.
The primary focus of the site is listening practice. Audio dialogues between
adults or children cover a myriad of daily life topics, spoken in American English.

Audio is accessible on the website via media players such

as

Windows Media

PIayer. Conversations have pre, during, and post-listening exercises, as well

as

vocabulary and grammar activities. There is no accompanying video or

transcript. However the audio can be replayed as desired. These can be used for
classroom presentation or for student supplemental practice. Navigatin_{ the site
can be confusing. However once you select an audio, the layout and presentation
are very clear. The audios are categorized in easy, medium, and

difficult levels.

However conversations are more difficult than the levels indicate, and contain
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idiomatic expressions. These are excellent for independent or guided practice that
applies to class curriculum or unit topics being learned.
Technolopv. Ente rtainment. Desipn (TED

)

ht t p : /hvww.

te

d. c o rn/t

alks

Level: Advanced
Presentations from conferences on innovative ideas. Available through Ted

Radio Hour on NPR, through TED Blog, and TED Ed Lessons Worth Sharing at

http://ed.ted.com/. Follow the same recommendations as for The Moth (below).
Select a presentation appropriate for your topic and

level. Develop

a plan

with

activities for student comprehension and assessment. These work well for preand post-listening class discussion.
The Moth

tt ://themoth.o

Level: Intermediate to Advanced
Both The Moth Radio Hour and the Moth Podcast present live storytelling by
people across America and abroad, including literary and cultural personalities.
The Moth Radio Hour is a part of National Public Radio. Articulate stories of

lives experienced, these are excellent sources for listening to spoken Standard

English. Teachers should carefully listen beforehand and select stories or
segments for topic relevance and listening

level. Designing a simple lesson plan

with objectives, vocabulary, and comprehension questions to accompany the
listening is a good idea. These recordings lend themselves well for whole class
presentation (audio and video). They provide rich content for post-listening group
discussion.
The Story httn://wvvw.tl'te.st o t\,. o r g /vt,

ttv s - I i s I e n
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Level: All levels.
Another excellent radio show, originally produced by North
carolina public

Radio' Though recently discontinued, it is archived and available through
various
media players or podcast. The format is with radio host Dick
Gordon, and guests
who have a unique story or life experience to

tell. Excellent for in-class English

listening, vocabulary development, comprehension, and for
class discussion.
These stories are shorter and geared to a broader audience
than The Moth Radio

Hour- They may work better for lower and intermediate ELL
levels.
This

I Belie ve httn: //rhisibeli eve.orp/

Level: Low-lntermecliate to Advanced levels.
Another radio series, this one dates back intermittently to the
I950's and is
currently produced by Public Radio International (PRI). Short
essays on core
values are written and read on air by ordinary and extraordinary
people. The
essays focus on

individual and personal rather than broad cultural values. The

series holds an extensive archive of essays. Available
through poclcasts and airs
weekends via radio. Teachers should select for

level. Excellent for class or group

discussions about personal and cultural values.
f

9. News sites for ESL.

BBC Leurn tnP Enp lish News Re

rt

htt : //tt,tt,tr,.

lish/e

Level

hbc'.

t

.LtWl

rnl

/is

lu re

ews-re

rt/e t-160119

: lnternterliute to Aclvonced.

current news stories from around the world are presented in
a listening lesson

format'

Inclr-rdes audio

with pre-listening questions ancl key words for listening
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comprehension. The website is easy to navigate with clear titles, graphics, and
steps. Includes links for English listening through Drama episodes, downloadable
pdf, and audio. The 6 Minute English link leads to archived conversations with
transcripts and audio. These are excellent for general listening practice. Overall
an excellent website.

Breaking News English http://www.breaki ngnewsenglish.com/

Level: Intermediate to Advanced.
News stories are categorized alphabetically by subject. High interest and current
news stories are available in different levels, with corresponding student

activities. Includes audio. Includes comprehension, grammar, and vocabulary
activities. Site claims to have every class level; note that lower level readings are
shortened but contain

difficult vocabulary. Cluttered layout; ads can be confusing

for website navigation. Good stories and practice; teacher should select readings
and suitable activities for lower-intermediate Ievels.
News

For

You httn://www.new rettclers D re s s. c o ttt/ n e w s - fo

r -,- o tt - o

nl i ne

Level: Intermediate to Advanced.
Each story includes audio, reading transcript, and student practice exercises.
Readings cover a wide range of current news topics; excellent vocabulary and

comprehension practice exercises. Excellent for guided or independent student

listening and reading comprehension. Good for post listening and reading written
assignments or group discussions. Requires paid subscription.
Voice of America ( VOA

)

h

ttp

:

//leil rn in e en u l i slt.r,oil ttews.c'ottt/

Level: Beginning, Intennediate, und Advancert level.g.
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(with links for audio and video). This is a well-designed accessible website with
links for both audio and video. It contains news related stories, and learning
resources including grammar and pronunciation practice. In addition to news
has an extensive listening

categories

it

library on high interest topics organized under

including: This is America, Personal Technology, and Words and their

Stories. Teachers can explore the website and select stories and lessons to

fit

a

class topic, or for more advanced levels have students explore and choose

independently. An excellent website.

20.

Podcasts for ESL listening and speaking.

ESL Podcast

r

https:l/tvww.esl

comlwebsite/

Level: Intermediate to Advanced.
Considered the first and oldest internet podcast for ESL, this is a highly rated
resource for E,SL listening learning, by many countries.

It was designed by

linguistics prof-essors at Arizona State University, and is grounded in second
language acquisition theory

(SLA). The free audio lessons provide listening to

everyday American English. They are presented as dialogue-based and
culturally-based listening episodes, with printed text, and explanations. The
episodes are based on

life skill themes such

as

daily life, business, shopping,

work, health, reading food labels, etc. Excellent for integrating into life skills
curriculum units for adult ESL. Check first for compatibility with your lessons
and class level as these contain idioms, phrasal verbs, expressions, and sometimes

difficLrlt vocabulary.
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Internet TESL.Iou rnal - ESL Listeninp Podcasts
hrtp : //t

tesIi.

o r s/links/E S ULis

Recommended as a resource

t

en in.p/Podcasts/

for

teachers.

The Internet TESL Journal published resources for ESL teachers from 1995
through 2010. The website remains available online as a resource for teachers.
The podcast link is to a list of ESL listening podcasts from around the world.
Teachers should evaluate the podcasts for appropriate level and application before

using in the classroom.
Vo rce

of America (VOA). Ensli.s h podcasts

htto://learn in g e n p I i s h. v o anew

s. c o rut/o o dc

as t/0.html

Level: All levels.

VOA podcasts are another way to access both English audio news and excellent
ESL learning resources. See description of VOA above, in News sites for ESL

